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1

2 Icoc ions. Ths sth deposition of Patick Casey
3 conductedby the House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the

4 United States Capitol, pursuant to House Resolution 503. This willbe a staffed

5 deposition, though members may choose to ask questions.

5 At this time, Id ask the witness to please state your full name and spell your last

7 nameforthe record.

8 The Witness. Patrick Casey, C-a-s-¢.
’ I+rvou, Mr. Casey.

10 My nameiN=n man investigative counsel with the Select
11 Committee. With me from the Select Committeestafarc senior

12 counsel and senior adviser;JJ investigative counse:,INN
13 professional staff member;[J ivestisative counse!;SN
1a professional staffmember,| I fessional staff member; and(EN

15 chief clerk. There are currently no members of the select committee in attendance, but

16 Mllannounce anyone who joins.

7 Under House deposition rules,neither committee members nor staff may discuss

18 the substance of the testimony today unless the committee approves release. You and

19 yourcounsel will have the opportunity to review the transcript. Note that under House
20 rules, you may have your attorney present, but counsel for other individuals or attorneys

21 from other government agencies may not be and, therefore, are not present. In other
22 words, the only lawyers present are those from the select committee and your attorney.

23 At this time, could counsel please state their name for the record.

2 Mr. Kivonaga. John Kiyonaga, K-+y-o-n-a-g-3, representing Mr. Casey.

2 Ivou. Viv Kivonaga.
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1 There is an official reporter transcribing the record of this deposition. ~The

2 deposition is also being recorded, but the reporter's transcription is the official record of

3 the proceeding.

4 Please wait until each question is completed before you begin your response, and

5 welll try to wait until your response is complete before we ask our next question. The

6 stenographer cannot record nonverbal responses such as shaking your head, so it's

7 important that you answer each question with an audible verbal response. For the

8 benefit of the reporter and the record, there may be times when|clarifywhat you said,

9 includingaspelling of a nameor a word.

10 Weask that you provide complete answers, to the best of your recollection. If

11 the question is not clear, please askforclarification. If you don't know the answer,

12 please simply say so.

13 Throughout the deposition, we'll be directingyourattention to exhibits that we've

14 marked for you today, and they've been provided to you in the binder in front of you.

15 When we refer toa document, you can take time to familiarizeyourselfwith the

16 document with you andyour counsel before we discuss it. Weask that youkeep the

17 binder within this room and return it to us after the deposition.

18 First, if you wouldn't mind taking a look at exhibit 1. This is the subpoena issued

19 bythe select committee to Mr. Casey on January 19, 2022. I'l note that the exhibit

20 contains the subpoena itself, a cover letter from the chairman, a document schedule with

21 production instructions and a copy of the House rules and regulations regarding

22 conducting depositions.

23 Mr. Casey, do you recognize this as the subpoena issued by the select committee

2 toyou?

2 The Witness. Yes.
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1 I oc. ncerstandthat youare appearingheretodaypursuant to

2 the subpoena?

5 TheWitness. Yes.
. EE on
5 Mr. Kiyonaga. Would you give me one second? Thank you.

. EE en.
7 Mr. Casey, you may refuse to answer a question only to preserve a privilege that's

8 recognized by the select committee. If you refuse to answer a question based off ofa

9 privilege, we may either proceed with the deposition, or seek a ruling from the chairman

10 on the objection. If the chairman overrules such an objection, you are required to

11 answerthequestion,
12 My goal today is to ask questions relevant to the Select Committee's investigation

13 with the hope that you will answer all of them, but if you have an objection or a privilege

14 aserton, weaskthat you or your counsel assert t for the record. seek to clay the
15 basis for such an objection. Ultimately, the more detail that you can provide about the

16 basis for the objection, the easier it will be for the select committee to consider the

7 objection.
18 Finally, | want to remind you, as we do for all witnesses, that it is unlawful to

19 deliberately provide false information to Congress. Providing false information could

20 resultin criminal penalties for perjury and/orproviding false statements, including under

2a 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, which makes it illegal to provide afalse statement in a

2 congressional investigation
23 That being said, to be clear, this is a congressional investigation, not a criminal

20 investigation. Thisproceedingsseparateanddistinctfomany currentcriminal
25 proceeding by the United States Department of Justice.
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1 Afew logistical notes: Please let us know if you need any breaks. Id simply ask

2 thatif you need a break, you answer the question that's pending, if there is any, before
3 youtake the break. If youd lie to conferwith your attorney, you are absolutely free to

4 doso. Wecansalsotake abreak to allow youto do that.

s Iwill note that there is a camera that's recording the deposition, o if you'd like to
confer withyourattomey in private, we can go off the record and there's a holding room

7 where you can discuss.
8 Do you have any questions?

5 Mr. Kiyonaga, No. He may have - Fm certain he'll have questions at some

10 point. I'm happyto try totalkto him sort of right here. | don't know how sensitive is
11 the microphone. Maybe Il just put my hand over it, and if you guys canoverhearwhat

12 Im saying or what he's saying if you'd be kind enough to say so.

3 I conve able to check what the camera is picking up, but
14 there are actually two microphones. There's one on the camera and one there. And

15 soif you have any concerns, it would bebetter to go to the other room.

1 Mr. Kivonaga. Okay. | thought I'd just cover that with my hand in the event |
17 needtospeakto him, because, otherwise,it getstime-consuming. Lets justplay it asit

1 hs

19 I sue And, like | mentioned, the reporter's record is the official

20 transcript. The reporter’ transcript i the offical record of the meeting. So if we go

21 offthe record then we can proceed that way as well.
2 Mr. Kivonaga, Okay.

2 I+2s: thine, 1 note that be leading the conversation.

23 Occasionally, other lawyers or even members, if they join, may ask some questions, but
25 Iilbe leading the majority ofit
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2 right hand to be swornbythe reporter.

$ but the truth?

. Fon, wo
7 I Tank vou, Mr Casey.

8 Examination

10 Q  Sol'dlike to start with some really basic questions. Can you tell me where

12 A Solgrew up in northern Virginia. |lived in Fairfax County until | was 15. |

13 believe Fairfax County, Lorton, moved around a bit. And then my family moved to San

15 the East Coast since 2017.

16 Q Great. And you mentioned college. Can you tell me about your

18 A Sure. Sol studied anthropology at San Diego State University.

19 Q Great. Where do you live now?

2a Q Great. Have you ever served in the military?

23 Q Have you ever been employed by an office of government?

a A ho
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1 A No.

2 Q Have you ever received grant money or a contract from an office of

3 government?

4 A Would that include financial aid in college?

5 Q Not for this purpose.

6 A Okay. Thenno.

7 Q Thankyou. Mr. Casey, are youcurrently employed?

8 A I'm self-employed.

9 Q Andis that your source of income?

10 A Yes.

u Q Can you tell me about yourself-employment? Whatdoes thatentail?

2 A Sure. Soldopolitical commentary, live-streaming. alsohaveawebsite

13 setupwherelcan--Ihavea pay wall. People can pay to read the article behind the pay

14 wallandsoforth. So basically, people donate while | live-stream or donate to get

15 behind the pay wall to read the articles and see the videos.

16 Q Great. Sokindofwritten articles and live-streaming -

1” A Yeah.

18 Q primarily?

19 A Content creation, generally.

20 Q Sure. understand that you've held a number of leadership roles in a

21 couple of organizations. Can you walk me through any leadership roles you've had in

22 thelast5 yearsor so?

23 A Sure. Sothere was American Identity movement, and that was a rebrand

24 from another organization, Identify Evropa, which | did run for a time but | didn't create.

25 Thatwas created by someone else.
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1 1 was also active I had an unofficial leadership position in the America First

2 movement with Nick Fuentes. When I say unofficial, that means that, you know, there

3 wasa pecking order of sorts, that | was close to the top. But in terms of having my.

4 name on some kind of charter or having high-level, you know, logistical say ina lot of

5 what happened, it was basically a one-man show for Nick. ~ That was my impression.

6 Q  Gotit. Andatthetime that youwere involved,was there any kind of

7 incorporated entity for the America First movement?

8 A I'mnotaware. Sothereis the - I believe he has made public that there is

9 an America First Foundation. | could be wrong about the name. | don't - [pause.]

10 I'm not aware when this entity, the America First Foundation, was created.

u o
2 Q  Butdid you have a role in any incorporated entity?

13 A No.

1 Q Okay. Anyinformal organization?

15 A Notwith America First

16 Q Okay. And American Identity Movement, was that an incorporated

17 organization?

18 A Yes.

19 Q sits active?

20 A The legal entity still exists, but the organization ceased operations in early

21 November.

2 Q November

23 A Pardon me. Early November of 2020.

2 Q Okay. And what wasyour role in that organization?

2 A Sure. Solwasthe president. That was theofficialtitle.
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1 Q Andwhatwas the reason thatthe organization ceased operations?

2 A There are a number of them. We had been banned from multiple social

3 media platforms. And in terms of getting the message out, social media was an integral

4 partofthatstrategy. And | had I've made all of this public.

5 I've lost faith in that particular type of strategy. An official membership

6 organization where people apply and they're vetted and they join, it just wasn't

7 something | was interested in doing anymore.

8 Q  Gotit. Canyoutell mea little bit about what the American Identity

9 Movement, what kind of activities they were engaged in?

10 A sure. Soduringits periodof activity, there were fliers put up at college

11 campuses. Sometimes we would do peaceful in-person activism such as, you know, me

12 giving a speech about immigration outside in, you know, a public park or something of the

13 sort. There were fraternal meet-ups where people would hang out and, | don't know,

14 drink beer,barbecue, things of that nature. ~ Like | said, a lot of social mediastuffas well.

15 Sothat'sthe gistof it.

16 Q  Gotit. Andyou said therewas a formal membership structure.

1” A There was.

18 Q  Doyouhave an estimate of how many members there were?

19 A Mid hundreds or so.

20 Q  Gotit. Geographically dispersed or located by you?

21 A Allover the country.

2 Q Okay. Identity Evropa, was that an incorporated organization?

23 A twas.

2 Q Andis that still an active incorporated organization?

2 A On paper.
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1 Q Andwhatwas your role inthat?

2 A Itwas - executive director.

3 Q  Gotit. And! assume from what you said you no longer hold that role?

4 A No.

5 Q When did you stop holding that role?

6 A Pardonme. Sothe organizationis still around,and | am stil theowner,as

7 faras one can own a nonprofit of that legal entity. And yeah. But in terms of

8 operations, that organization ceased operations in March of 2019.

9 Q Okay. And did the American Identity movement operate as kind of a

10 successor organization to

u A Yes.

2 Q Do you hold positions of leadership in any other organizations?

13 A No. Currently, no.

1 Q Let me clarify the time period then. Between November 2020 and

15 February 2021, did you hold any positions of leadership in any other organizations?

16 A Other than theoneswe've discussed?

uv Q Correct.

18 A No.

19 Q Great. Thankyou.

20 You mentionedyour involvement with the America First movement. Were you

21 involved with political action conferences?

2 A Yes. did plan the first AFPAC, as it was called, the onethat was held in

23 February of 2020.

2 Q subsequent ones?

2 A No. had departed from that movement in early February of 2021. The
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1 second one was held in -- you know, after that point.

2 Q  Gotit. Canyou kind of walk me through your initial involvement with the

3 America First movement, how you got into it and what your role was?

4 A Soin late 2019, there was something that was known as the Groyper War,

5 and that was the grassroots effort to go to Charlie Kirk Turning Point USA events and ask

6 pointed questions.

7 Idid that. 1 asked a question about some of the guilt by association tactics that

8 Turning PointUSA engagesin. And at that point, | kind of informally became part of that

9 scene. Sothat'showit started.

10 Q  Gotit. And how did the frst political action conference come about and

11 whatwas your role in that?

2 A Well, it was the topicofdiscussion between,you know, Nick, me, probably

13 othersatthe time. And we wanted to do something similar to CPAC around the same

14 time. Andso, that was basically the mindset there.

5 Q sure. Did you know Nick Fuentes before that?

16 A ldid.

uv Q  Gotit. And wasthat through the organizations that you led or otherwise?

18 A Mostly just through the internet.

19 Q sure.

20 A Twitter.

2 Q  Youmentioned a term "Groyper." Do you mind just walking us through

22 what that means, what that encompasses?

23 A Yes. Itsaninternet name. And thisis one that existedfor years prior to

24 Nick adopting it forhis followers.

2 Q  Gotit. And would you say your followers fall under that umbrella as well?
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1 A Well, would say that there are people who watch the content that| put out
2 and support me. | am not the leader. | don't see myselfas the leaderof my own

3 movement that would be comparable to what Nick i doing over in America irs. So the
a overwhelming majority of people who call themselves Groypers hate me and they like

5 Nek
s And as to | mean,if put a YouTube video out there, | don't know if someone
7 identifies as a Groyper and likes the video, but the people who really have a monopoly on

8 that term are in a camp that is against me, so

0 Q Gott
10 I ust very quickly noteforthe record thotJR
11 Professional Staff Member, joined the meeting
2 EE. Sor to interrupt. just wanted to mention, Mr. Kivonaga, if
13 you're worried about the microphone, you are always welcome to turn it off. There

14 should be a button right on the bottom there.
15 Mr. Kiyonaga. Okay. Have you guys been able to hear anything | said?

16 Eo

w I=<bic to hear a couple of things, but so far it was things ike if
18 you don't know, don't speculate. And that last exchange you all had | could not

19 understand at ll, and| was actually about to tell you that was a better level ofwhispering
20 inorderto keep it confidential.
2 I+ceh on there. Soi you want to confirm, it should turn
2 redif the microphone is off.
23 Mr. Kiyonaga. Yeah. Allright. Ill keep thatin mind. Thank you.

uw vr
25 | hee you.
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1 ov(I
2 Q IEou were kind of drawing a distinction between what Nick

3 Fuentesis building and what you have built. Can you describe that in a litle bit more

4 dew?

5 A sure. Soldeparted from Nickin - in his movement in February of 2021.

6 Andatthat point, as | previously said, | had no intentionoftrying to build a cult of

7 personality and a movement of my own, so to speak. So I see myself aspart of

8 conservatism and populism more broadly, but - that's the extent of it. So

9 Q sure. How do you see yourself in that conservative ecosystem?

10 A One of many people with a platform, talking and about the issues and

11 analyzing politics.

2 Q  Gotit. Coming back to the term "Groyper” or "Groyper Army," has there

13 ever been any kind of organization under that umbrella, to your knowledge?

14 A Could you clarify what you mean by organization?

15 Q To your knowledge, have there been organizations that identify as Groyper

16 organizations?

7 A I would say there are people who see themselves as Groypers. | would say

18 that Nick has his foundation. Beyond that, am | awareofany incorporated Groyper

19 organizations as an official like nonprofits or somethingof the sort? I'm not aware.

1) Q  Gotit. I think you talked about this a litle bit, but | just wanted to puta

21 finerpointonit. Whoisa Groyper? If somebody identifies as a Groyper, what does

2 thatmean?

2 A Generallya fan of Nick Fuentes. But, as| mentioned before, that name has

24 existed on the internet for some time. So there might be some people out there who

25 identify as such but don't like Nick. But | would say that the majority of people out
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1 there -- particularly after 2019, the majority of people who identify as that, you know, at

2 the time of their identification saw themselves as followers or fans of Nick.

4 Fuentes?

$ A I'd say there's -- it's mostly overlap. Mostly overlap. But, again, are there

7 Sure. But, generally speaking, that is -- that is Nick's term. He kind of owns it

9 Q  Gotit. That's helpful.

10 Did you ever have an affiliation with the Stop the Steal organization or any of the

12 Mr. Kiyonaga. | would object to that on the basis of his freedomofassociation

1 EEE suc. Do you mind clarifying?

15 Mr. Kiyonaga. Well, you're asking for -- the questions that have been asked to

16 this point have been fairly general, and | expect are already fairly established in the public

18 Stop the Steal is the reason I'm supposing, or surmising, for your committee's

19 creation, and it's an exclusively political entity in its purpose and its focus. So any

2a | would say that in my response to the document request, | addressed a number of

23 for him, but he's happy to endorse the veracity of the response that | sent to you as to
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1 been entered into the record as exhibit 4. So--

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. 1 would submit 'm sorry, | didn't mean tospeak over you. I'd
3 submit that, to the extent that i's not violative of privilege, that question has been

4 answered in thewritten response that he endorses.

5 EEores. vr Kivonaga.

7 Q Okay. Let me return to some kind of background questions. | understand

5 you're pretty active on social media. Can you give me a sense of what platforms you
9 currently use?

10 A Sure. Currently, use YouTube. |use Dive. use Odyssey. Those are
11 allforvideo live-streaming. 1 use Telegram. | have a Twitter account that | generally

12 useto keep up with the news and so forth that is in public. And | think I've got a Gab. |

13 created an account on Truth Social. Yeah.
14 Q parler?

15 A Ithink | have an account on Parler. | haven't used it understand there

16 was some sort of hack or data breach or something of the sort. | haven't really used it
7 since

1s Q  lljust name a couple more platforms, and you can just answer yes or no.
1 TheDonaldwin?

20 A Mo
2 Q  dchan?

2 A Imean, dchanis a site that anyone can goon. Asfaras | know, there aren't

23 like accounts that you sign up for.

2 Q Sure. Yeah. What I'm getting at with myquestion is uses of these
25 platforms where you are identified as Patrick Casey
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1 A Okay.

2 Q and posting that way.

3 8chan?

4 A No.

5 a Mus?

6 A No.

7 Q  Wimkin?

8 A No.

9 a zello?

10 A No.

u Q Are there platforms that you previously used and no longer use?

2 A Yes.

13 Q Facebook?

1a A Yes.

5 Q  Youmentioned that you have a Twitter, correct?

16 A Yes.

uv Q  Doyou use Reddit?

18 A Not currently.

19 Q Twitch?

20 A Yes, I have anaccount,and | can't recall when I've used it last.

2 Q Great. Bear with me.

2 Discord?

23 A Yes.

2 a TikTok?

2 A Not currently.
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1 Q Great. Ofthe platforms that you use as a way to carry out your role as a

2 publicfigure, can you talk about the different uses of the platforms? You know, are you

3 trying to reach different audiences? Do you post different kinds of content?

4 A Sure. Somuch of it has to with the type of with the medium. _Isit for,

5 youknow - Substackis another one that | use. That one is for writing, of course. The

6 various video ones. | would say there's probably a particular reason for each one, but,

7 generally speaking, it's beneficial to use as many as you can.

8 Q  Gotit. Returning to the live-streaming platforms that you mentioned, do

9 youmind just repeating whichones you use?

10 A Dlive, YouTube, Odyssey. | mentioned | do have an account on Twitch. |

11 haven't streamed on there.

2 Q  Gotit. And Cozy.tv?

13 A No

14 Q Entropy?

15 A Yes. suppose Entropy does have a video function, but when | use that, it's

16 for donations.

7 Q  Gotit. Streamlabs?

18 A streamiabsis a desktopapplication, and |douse that to stream.

19 Q Okay. Great. Can you give mea sense of how often you run live-streams?

0 A Multiple times a week.

2 Q How would you describe the content of what you lve-stream?

2 A You know, for most of 2020 and 2021, | was doing Monday through Friday

23 nightly news analysis, political analysis. These days, political analysis maybe once a

24 week. Idoother things on stream as well. Talk and watch YouTube videos, talk about

25 them, play video games



1 Q Sure. Do you save all of your live-streams?

2 A Not allof them.

3 G Gn Soveumdncnanonieohlre donsSayan
4 A So for the political analysis that I've done, most of that should be on

$ YouTube. Now, maybe YouTube might say that one episode can't be allowedupor

6 something, but think, basicly, everything upthere. Now, do! download every
7 stream that | do andstoreitsomewhere? |don't.

8 Q  Gotit. Well, | think it would be helpfulif you could provide the committee

9 witha list of the live-streams that you did. And we can give a timeframe, say, like

10 November 1, 2020, to the end of February 2021. And to the extent that those are on

11 YouTube, we can watch those; and othe extent that they're not, we can talk bout how
12 to transfer those overto the committee.

5 Would that workfor you?
“ Wr. Kiyonsga, Indulgeme a moment.
15 The Witness. So, just to clarify, are you asking me to provide you with a list of

16 videos, to send -- to download these videos and send them to you?

v ov oe het ovwharves were cee and
18 then wecan just check that against what's on YouTube so that we know that we're seeing

15 everything we're locking at what's been posted on YouTube during that time period.
0 EEEorcontsuggest that maybe f thatswhatyou're after,maybe the
2a easier way to do it would be for you to provide a list of other live-streams or content that

2 you are aware of from that time period that are not on YouTube.

23 Mr. Kiyonaga. Let me interject. I'm going to object to us having to provide a

24 list. He'll answer the question now, to the best of his recollection, but it's onerous for

25 him to go trolling YouTube and try to find everything.
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1 He's going to give you the most comprehensive answer insofar as he can recollect

2 right now, and you guys can check YouTube and check that content if you're so inclined,

3 okay?

5 contents not on YouTube currently so that we can have an understandingofwhat's in

6 his possession that is not currently publicly available.

7 Mr. Kiyonaga. One moment, please.

5 You know, there have been so many streams that it's, in a practical sense,

9 impossible for him to account for all of them. To his recollection, he does not have any

10 posts thatare not on - still posted on YouTube. In other words, he hasn't kept them.

1 But he's happy torender orally here his best recollection of what he posted on

12 YouTube and when. Butl think to require him to divulge his own data dump would not

13 be appropriate. So he's happy to answer the question to the best of his ability right

14 now

15 Iut to clarify, you'resaying that he does not have copies of any

16 liverstreams that are not currently on YouTube. Is that accurate?

FY Mr. Kivonaga. One second.

1 Mr. Casey has posted innumerable videos on YouTube, many of which are not

19 politicalin nature. And he can't remember all of them. To the best of hs recollection,

20 he does not have any politcal posts in his possession that are not stil available on

21 YouTube.

2 The Witness. Yes. Most — and most of the streams that I've done have been

23 on Dlive, and Dlive deletes streams after 3 days, based on the like membership option

24 that! have. Istarted using - for the Monday through Friday political commentary,

25 started using the YouTube channel for that as opposed to just DLive.
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1 1 would have to double-check on the date, but it was for most of my streaming
2 career it was mostly on DLive. So DLive would just delete those streams after 3 days.
3 Andlwasn'tin the habit of saving all of them. So -
a IEE so hen you say you weren't in the habit of saving al of them, did

5 you have anyyardstick that would help you decide which ones to save and which ones
6 nottosave?
7 The Witness. | don't honestly know if saved any of them. | can't say for sure
&  atthispaint.
5 IEEE Great. Meybewe can putapinin the recordfor youo get back
10 tous,ifyou can, on the date at which youthinkyou switched from DLive to YouTube or
11 vice versa, so we can get a sense of that
2 Mr. Kiyonaga, He's going to answer the questions to the best of his ability now,
13 but we don't want homework assignments that require him to go rooting through his
1 data.
15 I think the safe surmise is that he doesn't have any political videos that are not on
16 YouTube anylonger. There's alot of chaffout there that has nothing to do with politics,
17 and he has no realistic senseofthe linking orthe breadth ofthat
1 But he's answering your questions to the best of his abil. If you have specific
19 questions about YouTube or the DLive posts, go ahead and ask him. _ He's happy to give
20 you his best recollection now. I've told him not to speculate, but to the extent that he
21 can answersomething with confidence, he will do so. But this is not supposed to be an
22 interminable process where he keeps going back and checking an interminable database.
2 I co.cc cont mean to suggest that. I'mjust trying to get I'm

20 nottrying tobelabor the point. I'mjust trying to get as clear an understanding as we
25 canof like what he has and what he doesn't have.
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1 Andwithout asking you to speculate, do you have any rough estimation of when

2 you switched from Dive to YouTube? Was it like 2019, 2018, or just lke right at the
3 end?

a The Witness. 1 early | want to say ~ and this is ~ | mean, I' speculating.

5 I i<ov. MKivonaga, just so you know, that was a whisper that |

6 couldhear.  Itwasn't problematic. just feel| need to let you know that

7 Mr. Kiyonaga, Thank you.

8 The Witness. ~ Thanks for letting us know.
5 Mr. Kiyonaga, Yeah. | just don't want him to speculate and you're charging him

10 ini different directions. That'sall. Thankyou, though.
1 The Witness. What ll say is this: | used YouTube for a weekly podcast fora

12 while. And then somewhere around early 2021 it must have been, the Monday through

13 Friday nightly political streams that | did on Dive, I started putting those on DLive and
14 YouTube. Andon YouTube, they would stay up there.

Eo
1 The Witness. That's alot of moving parts, but that'sbasically the best | can
17 acknowledge. Now, before the ~ those nightly politcal streams were going on YouTube,

18 and when they were just on DLive, right, they were auto-deleting and| wasn't bothering

19 tosave them
2 I crocs, Thankvon. tspomecatetin. Fito back to
 —
2 EEE err
» «I
M QIdo vou make money from fve-streaming?
2 A Yes
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1 Q Can you walk me through how that works logistically?

2 A People pay to have me read something that they say. I's called a Super

3 Chat. It's highlighted text, whereas in the live chat other text isn't highlighted. So

4 within kind ofstreamingculture, there's an obligation for someone to read the Super

5 Chat. Soin terms of the money made specifically from live-streaming, that is how i's
6 done

7 Yes, and just to clarify, people do pay money to have that Super Chat, so ~

8 I Gott feciaiso compelled to say, Mr. Kiyonaga, that | could

9 hearthatwhisper. But--

10 Mr. Kivonaga, Thankyou. 1 be more careful.
1 |Bitwasn't on the record.

2 Mr. Kiyonaga, I'm going to put my jacket over my head.

14 Q  Sois that the only way that people can donate through ive-streams? Are

15 there other ways?

16 A Well first of all,istokayif | move thishere? It's justa litle easierto reach
17 and pressthat.

1s a sue

1 A Make sure I'm not hot-miking, talking too loudly into it.
20 Isit the only way for someone to make money from a ive-stream? People

21 generally, other streamers have other means to donate. They might have
22 cryptocurrency addresses that anyone can donate to. They might have something like a

23 Patreon and so forth
2 Now, for me, | mentioned that, you know, in terms of Super Chats. |also have

25 what's - the SubscribeStar, which is basically the Patreon knockoff. That's where
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1 there's the pay wall where people can do whatever. So, | mean oftentimes when

2 someoneis alive-streamer, there will be other ways than just Super Chats for them to
3 makea ling.

a Q  Gotit. But none of those, aside from Subscribestarand the Super Chat

5 function, apply to you?
5 A 1 dohave cryptocurrencyoptions available.

7 Q  Gotit. Anythingelse?

8 A Ihave a P.0. Box address. People can mail in cash or a check.
5 Q Great. Didyoulive-stream on January 6th itself?

10 A don't recall
n Q Okay. Howaboutthe daysprior to January 6th?

2 A 1's - pardon me one second.

3 I think | probably did, but it was well over a year ago and it's hard to remember
14 everynightthat didordidn't lve-stream.

15 Q So were any of those live-treams saved and posted elsewhere during, lets

16 say, January 1st through January 7th, to the extent that they exist?
7 A Notto my knowledge.

18 IE Okey. Let me take a pause here and see whether any of my

19 colleagues either in the raom or on the ine have any questions, based on what we've just
20 covered.

2 I =e: few. just wanted to bat cleanup here, if you don't

22 mind me jumping in here.

2 Q Som going to go back to a few of thethings you said earlierand just try to
25 clarify some items for the record.
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1 You mentioned before when you were talking about the American Identity

2 movement that that was, | believe you called it a rebrand of Identity Evropa. Why was

3 A Yes

a Q Thankyou. Why was therea rebrand? Why did you go through that

5 exercise of rebranding it?

s A didn't feel that Identity Evropa had the right color scheme and name,

7 aesthetic branding considerations. There was also somewhat ofa political shift.

8 Q Political shift within the organization or elsewhere?

9 A Tosome extent, but aso, yes, in terms of what the organization was going to

10 beabout,therewasashift.

n Q Can you describe that shift? What was it before versus what it shifted to?

2 A sure. Soldentity Evropa was focused mostly on | would describe as

13 identity issues, citical race theory, mass immigration, issues that uniquely affect

14 European Americans. And the thought process was that those issues are important, but

15 that those aren'talloftheissuesout there.

16 And for that reason, in American Identity movement, we talked about economic

17 nationalism. We talked about noninterventionist foreign policy. So there was a bit of

18 an expansion interms of the specific political views that were discussed and advocated

1 for

2 Q Okay. And when you talked about the branding and the aesthetics of the

21 names and the colors,was there anyassociation with the prior name and colors that you

22 were concerned about that prompted you to change toa different name andcolor or

23 aesthetic?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Bear with me 1 minute.

2 The Witness. ~ Can you repeat the question?
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2 Q Sure. You had said one of the reasons that you were rebranding was

4 understand why. You explained the ideological shift. I'm wondering about the

5 aesthetic shift as well.

7 know,|thought something more patriotic would be more fitting for America, red, white,

8 and blue.

9 Q You mentioned that you felt some identity issues were uniquely affecting

10 European Americans. What did you meanbythat?

12 demonizes people of European descent. | would argue that affirmative action

13 disproportionately has a negative impact on people of European descent, also other

15 Part of it was also recognizing that right wing conservative values are not merely

16 limited to race. That was part of it.

18 To jumpalittle bit further down the lineto things we discussed, we were talking

20 Fuentes adopted it. | was wondering if you could explain, to your knowledge, why he

21 adopted it and what it meant to him?

22 A | can't speak for him.

23 Q Did he ever tell you why he adopted it or what it meant to him?
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1 Groypers or identify with that but who hate Nick. And that just leaves me wondering

2 what the Groyper ideology or name means, separate and apart from Nick.

3 50 you explained that its not 100 percent overlap, but I'm notentirely clear on the

4 folks who don't like Mr. Fuentes, what they are attracted to with regard to that name.

5 A Sollltryto give a very brief answer here, because this is getting into obscure

6 internet Meme culture and lore. Il say that the

7 So there wereGroypers who existedprior to the Groyper War, and that was just a

8 different subculture. And when the Groyper War came, there were people participating.

9 in that online, asking these questions in the Turning Point USA Q&A lines who identified

10 assuch. Soallof that momentum and energy was driven toward Nick. ~ And Nick saw

11 thatalot of his fans, these peopleasking these questions identified as Groypers. So he

12 basically claimed that for himself,

13 There were some of these people who had these Groyper accounts on Twitter

14 priortoall of that who didn't ike Nick, and they resented the fact that he came to have a

15 monopoly on the term. | don't think they could be described as a real movement.

16 Probablya few hundred people on Twitter posting Memes. So

7 Q Okay. Soif I'm understanding you correctly, you're saying there isn't

18 necessarily an ideological difference between the Groyperswho don't like Nick, so much

19 asthatisapersonaldislike of Mr. Fuentes?

0 A From what I've gathered, it's largely a subcultural difference in

21 terms within right-wing politics. If there are larger ideological divides between the

22 two, I don't know.

23 Q  Gotit. Andsorryif I put too fine a point on this, but you're far more

24 familiarwith this area than | am. When you say subculture difference, what do you

25 mean bythat?
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1 A Within right-wing politics, even within right-wing politcal spaces on Twitter,

2 you can have people that have different scenes, different niches. You see that left of

3 centeraswelltoo. Soyou can have people that agree with 99.99 percent of everything

4 whohate eachother. And that's often the case, unfortunately.

5 And I think that came to be the reason that the original Groypers hated Nick. It

6 wasn't we disagree - maybe there were political disagreements, but, from my

7 observation, it was overwhelmingly a personal dislike of Nick and his attempts to

8 monopolize that term.

9 Q Understood. And you also said tht there — I believe you said most

10 Groypers hate me and like Nick. Why s that the case? Why do you think that they

no dislike you?

2 A Well, I had a falling out withNick after when was that? ~ Yeah, that was

13 early early to mid-Februaryof 2021. And he - he has said some very nasty things

14 about me since ~ and his followers have ate it up, 50

15 Q Understood.

1 I|co ont to note for the record tht belive Representative Pete
17 Aguilar has joined. 1see him on the screen there. So Il note that for the record.

1s Mr. Aguilar, did you have any questions you wanted to ask?

19 Mr. Aguilar, 1 do not. Thank you

© EE Oc pest. Thankyou.

2 Q Idd also want to loop back to the discussions about platforms very briefly

23 just to clarify the record on a couple of things that you mentioned.

2 I<<vou about 4chan, and you rightfully said that they don't have

25 accounts, soto speak. But it wasn't clear to me from your answerwhether dchan is a
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1 platform that you use and engage in without an account.

2 A Havel ever been on there? Yes. Dolviitit frequently? No.

3 Q Do you post there?

a A No.

5 Q Okay. There were someothersthat | think fell into a category of

6 potentially used before but no longer used, but | wasn't clear from your answerif these:

7 fellin that category.

5 Discord, is that a platform that you used to use but no longer use?

9 A No, have used that consistently.

10 Q Okay. Soyoustilluse Discord. Whatabout TikTok?

1 A Ihad an account on TikTok. They deleted it, though.

12 Q Okay. Arethere any otherplatformsthatyou no longer use? | know[Il

13 |2s+ed vou that question, but then went through specific platforms. I'm

14 wondering if there are others that he did not specifically ask you about that you used to

15 use butno longer do,

16 Aldon recall

7 Q Similarly, | wasn'tentirely clear on your answer on Reddit. Is that one that

18 you used to frequent and no longer do, or do you still frequent Reddit?

19 A Idonot frequent Reddit. Have|everused it? Sure

1) Q And did you haveanaccount there?

2 A Once uponatime,years and years ago,

2 Q You mentionedafewofthese that you, I think, have been - well, let me

23 clarify. You said that there were some where you had been your account was deleted.

24 believe you saidearlier with oneofyour other organizations that they ~ like the

25 American Identity movement had been banned from certain social media platforms.
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1 Could you give me a lst, to the best of your recollection, ofthe platforms where

2 you or oneof those organizations you have been a part of have been banned?

3 A Twitter, YouTube, Facebook. Those are the main ones that come to mind.

4 Q believe you had said TikTok tooaswell, right?

5 A TikTokaswell. TikTokaswell. | personally have been banned from

6 Airbnb. Youcanadd that onetothe lst.

7 Yeah. | mean, that list - we're talking over the span of years platforms

8 that accounts that could have been used once that were suspended. | mean, recalling

9 allof them right now, | don't knowif | could, you know, be able to give you a

10 comprehensive lst.

u Q Understood. And that's why | asked for the best of your recollection. |

12 know we're talking about a long period of time, and the number of social media platforms

13 ontheinternet sever-expandingand infinite. Sol totally understand that.

1a A Thankyou.

5 Q Were you given any reasons by any of these platforms as towhy you were

16 banned from the platforms, you or the organization?

1” A Often they do provide a reason,

18 Q Can you recall with any specificity the reasons that any of the platforms gave

19 you? We cangoone byone. |don'twant you to have to generalize, but

20 A I don't recall off the top of my head.

2 Q Okay. Wouldit be fair to say that they were for violating community

22 standards?

23 A Idon't remember.

2 Q  Doyou recall in any of these platformsif there was a particular piece of

25 content that ultimately resulted in the ban?
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1 A do recall what got my so we can talk about Twitter. | do recall what got

2 mypersonal Twitter account banned. There was a thread - | was responding to

3 someone on Twitter, and| called them a freak. They were saying nasty things about a

4 friend of mine, so | said, Whata freak. ~ And they permanently suspended me from the

5 platform. | don't know if there wasother context to that that I'm missing out on, but

6 thatwas the reason| lost that account.

7 1 made subsequent accounts on Twitter, which are and Twitter basically states

8 thatif you create a new account after having been suspended for any reason then it's

9 automatically in violation of the terms of service. So every Twitter account that has

10 been that created and then was suspended afterwards, after that one was for that

1 reason.

2 Q Understood. Are there any otherplatformswhere you can recall the

13 reason that you were banned or the last piece of content that resulted in that decision?

14 A No. lcan'trecall.

15 Q We've also spoken quite a bit about your live-streams. Do you have any

16 nonlive:streamed videos that you record and release or are they all live-streams?

7 A Mostar live-streams, but some of them are shorter videos that are

18 prerecorded.

19 Q Okay. And roughly, what percentage of those would fallin the category of

20 what Mr. Kiyonaga has called political?

2 A Mostof them.

2 Q Okay. Where would those have been -- wherewere those posted? Was

23 that YouTube?

20 A YouTube,

2 Q Sif we were to look on your YouTube channel, thatwouldgive us a fair
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1 representation of the content that you prerecord and have released, the political?

2 A Afair representation as in it would give you a feel for the style and the
3 Q ves

a A topicsofthediscussion?

5 Q Yes. Given our earlier conversation, | hesitate to ask you whether that's
6 every piece of content you've ever prerecorded and posted. Sol don't want to try to

7 boxyouinto a comer on that, but | do want to get a sense of whether that would

8 represent most of the content that you have prerecorded and posted, whether that's a
9 very small percentage, or unlike other kinds of content that you had posted elsewhere.

10 That's morewhatI'masking
1 Mr. Kiyonaga, Give me one moment, please.

2 I sue

3 The Witness. ~The answer is yes.
 —

15 believe that isal have for now, but know that mycolleague[Jl

16 few questions. Ilturntoher
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1
2 (12:05 a.m.]

s [|

5 Q So can you dous afavor and confirm your user names or channel names on

6 Olive, Disord, and YouTube?
’ A Swe. SoonDlve tsPatrick Casey.
8 Q Okay.

s A On YouTube I have two separate accounts. There's Patrick Casey and then
10 there's Restoring Order. The Restoring Order channel is where I've done the

11 overwhelming mjory ofthe e-sream content
12 On Discord, Atavism, A-t-a-v-i-s-m.

5 a Thankyou
u And fm als curious you can estimate if your subscribersovrtime — and thi
15 goes for all of the live-streaming platforms - if you could estimate if it's been a consistent

16 increase over time over the past few years, decrease, or if the progress really hasn't been

ver,
18 A 1 would say that the overall progress has been -- it depends on the platform.

19 Q Okay. Can you elaborate on that a little bit? Maybe go with YouTube

0 fm
2 A YouTube, generally up slowly. Telegram deletes accounts that haven't

2 been used after year, so f people aot of people signed up at once when | was
23 banned from Twitter initially and never used the app again, so that one has been on the

2% deci
25 Q Okay. And what aboutfor DLive?
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1 A Interms of people who subscribe to the channel, | don't think that the

2 number -- the number hasn't changed substantially.

3 Q Okay. AndforDiscord?
a A Discord doesn't have — it's more of a messaging application. So | don't

5 have followers or subscribers on that.

. a oy. Excelent
7 And the last question from me. As you mentioned, you have been banned or

8 removed from various platforms. Has that impacted your following in any way for the

9 better or worse?

© A Fortheworse, yes
nu EE
1 Idid you have any?

n I 1 could follow up on tht question
u EE
Ie orI—
16 Q When you say "for the worse," can you quantify or describe that in any way?

17 What doyou mean when you say “forthe worse"?
18 A There are many ways that you can gauge someone's success doing this.

15 And you have lve viewers, how many peopl tune i iv, and you have how many people
20 watch the video overal. You have dotions. You have how many people subscribe to
2 thechamel
2 Itoi say tht being banned from Titer above al le hs made it hard to
23 grow the alternative platforms. That's really the main dynamic involved there.

24 Q Do you have anywayto quantify the impact it's had on you? Like have you

25 noticed a drop in subscribers or a slow-up in growth, anything of that nature?
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1 A Ithink tsveryhard to quantify.
2 Q  Hasit affected your bottom line at all monetarily?

3 A says. 1willsay that, beyond censorship, any decrease in viewership,
a in bottom line, would be probably the result of doing all of this on my own as opposed to

5 being part of Nick's bigger thing.

. But, yeah, censorship has played a role i that as well, but it is hard to quantify
7 specifically how much. And it is somewhat of a counterfactual. If| still had my Twitter

8 account, how many people would be tuning in on these video-streaming platforms? |

5 havenoiden
10 Q Understood. But it sounds like, from your pointofview, Twitter -- your

11 banning from Twitterwasthe one tha it the hardest.
2 A True, yeah
n Ie
1 ___
15 I hove = question to follow up on that. sorryJ
1 So has there been an impact a result ofthe breakdown nthe relationship
17 between you and Nick Fuentes on your subscriberaccounts and your bottom fine, 2s Il
1 IEenone
1 The Witness. Somewhat. But | think there was a ot of energy in 2020 that
20 anyone associated with that scene doesn't have anymore. The viewership on -- for

21 those guys s downaswel
2 During 2020 you had - it was far more activ year political. People were at
23 home because of COVID, so they were watching live-streams more often. And there

24 couldbe ll sorts of otherfactors,
2 But everyone associated with that scene appears to have diminished overall
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1 diminished numbers, metrics, since 2020.

2 IEE cot And do you see that kind of perfect storm of positive

3 energyorenergyaround the scene coming back?

a Mr. Kiyonaga, One moment.
s The Witness. | have no way to know really.

6 ER-- << + oct on his ind of energy within th scene rom

7 January 6th?

8 The Witness. | don't know. tshard to quantify.
° |] Did you see an impact on your subscriber accounts or proceeds as

10 aresultof January 6th?
1 The Witness. | don't recal

2 I

me
woo

1 Q The first thing | wasgoing to ask about i following up on the impact of
17 COVID. Youmentioned that people were at home. So can | just confirm that you did

18 seeanincrease inthe number of subscribers as the pandemic began?

1 A Generally, but the timeline should be noted that I started live-streaming in
20 late 2019, and soit was really - | got started along with COVID and the lockdowns and all

un ofthat
2 Q Understood

5 A But think, generally speaking, live viewership and engagement in general

24 across most platforms was up as a result of COVID.
2 Q Understood. To the extent that t's possible given the timeline, were there
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1 any platforms where you sawa particular increase at the onset of the pandemic?

2 A Its hardtosayfor sure.

3 Q And] only have one other question, to move back to some of( [|NEI

4 line of inquiry earlier

5 You mentioned the shift away from Identity Evropa ha to do with a desire to

6 focus on a broader set of issues affecting European Americans, in your words.

7 Can you talk more about what triggered the desire to broaden the scope of issues

5 youwere focusing on?

5 A There were a number of factors, but | think the main one was there was a

10 broad discussion on the right and right-wing Twitter, so to speak, about what works

11 politically, what doesn't work politically.

2 And 1 think there was a consensus that was reached that there are other issues,

13 aside from the racial issues, that uniquely affect European Americans, and, beyond that,
14 that attempting to have a conservative movement that isn't employing the colors of the

15 Nation'sflag isprobably destined to fai.

16 Q Gott. Could you speak to any of the other factors that you mentioned?

7 A That wasreally the main one.

18 |] Cool. Thankyou,

19 sack tovou,|EEE

20 HE eco

2 Does anyone else have any questions based offof thetopicswe've hit so far?

2 I co ceofor those not in the room,IRose

23 about those on the Webex

2 Ich Hearing none.

2 Mr. Casey, what | would like to do now is get into the period between the 2020
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1 election and January 6th and kind of ask you a coupleof questions about that

2 pre-January 6th time period before getting into January Sth and 6th, to kindofgive you a

3 roadmapof whereI'm headed.

a 50 ahead of the election, were you concerned about issues related to voter fraud?

s Mr. Kivonaga. Just a second.

s The Witness. So in response to that question, | would like to invoke my Fifth

7 Amendment right.

8 I Ok. Can vou providea little bit more detail on the basis for

9 that objection?

10 Mr. Kivonaga. ~My sense, if| can answer for him,i that any particularized

11 discussion of the run-up to January 6th is almost certain to implicate Mr. Casey's Fifth

12 Amendment right

13 The fact of disagreeing with the announced election result has been criminalized,

14 and that's clear from the pleadings ofanumberof the criminally accused from the

15 January 6th riot.

16 So certainly, although he has a perfect right to politcal point of view, and as a

17 matterof law, in fact, itis not a crime to question an electoral result, because of the

18 unique ambiance of the inquiry into the events of that day and the run-up to them, he

19 hasa Fifth Amendment right not to incriminate himself.

2 Soeither the Fifth Amendment right or the right to association in terms of who he

21 spoke to or what was said in the run-up to January 6th, he's going to claim one privilege

2 oranother.

2 But Il say again, you're entitled to rely on the written representations, which he.

24 has endorsed on the record, and my email to you in response tothe document request.

2 |]So just so | understand this particular objection, you're raising
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1 Fifth Amendment concerns on the basis of your understanding that saying that the

2 election was not accurate is a crime?

a and that's reflected in pleadings filed in U.S. district court against defendants charged

5 ‘with participating in the January 6th riot, that the disagreement with the announced

7 confinement, essentially, being held against criminal defendants.

8 So any discussion of Mr. Casey's subjective view of the election results would tend

9 to incriminate him given the record established by the Department of Justice thus far in

10 prosecuting criminal cases for that day.

1 EEE oc Thenkyou or that sions expiration
12 I'd like to proceed through the questions that | have.

15 And then if we get to a point where it would be more helpful to have a broader

16 conversation about the scope of topics that you would object to, we can cross that

18 Doesthatsound fair?

2 Q Mr. Casey, did you organize any poll watching efforts?

2 A Could you definepoll watching efforts?

23 Q Did you organize any efforts to -- there are poll watchers who serve as
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1 Did you organize any of those?

. Ate
» understandtht ter the ectionyou traveledaroundth country to
4 attend Stop the Steal events, often in State capitals. How did you get connected with

$ Stop the Steal?

. Mr tonsa. | woul nuke the Fh Amendmentandao the Fist
7 Amendment privilege of association.

oIeroro
9 Did you speak at any of these events? And | can name specific ones. But just as.

10 a general matter, in State capitals did you speak at Stop the Steal events?

u The Wines, ves,

13 ‘What was the message that you were hoping to convey by making speeches at

wesc
15 Mr. Kiyonaga. | would raise the same objection. | mean, to the extent that he

16 spoke in public, it's presumably a matter of public record somewhere. But because the

17 resus ofthe st lection ae urge susceptible 0 policed ctminlprascutio, he
18 would invoke his Fifth Amendment in termsof what he said.

PE  —
= On November 1th 2020, ther wes tpth tl ly inning, Michigan
2 keris spoke ttt al.

23 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection.

» The Wines. ws ott ht evr
_
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1 On November 14th, 2020, were you in Washington, D.C. for the Millon MAGA

2 March?
3 Mr. Kivonaga, He invokes the same privilege.

5 duringthatday.
5 Ist your intention to invoke the Fifth Amendment in response to all questions

7 related toyour activitesduring thatday?
8 Mr. Kivenaga. Inall likelihood.

10 Mr. Kivonaga, | can'tsaywith certainty.
u I scjc or the sakeofefficiency, rather than having me go
12 through each question-

3 The Witness. Sure, yes.
u ILc oeust clrthaton the record.
15 The options we have are to go through every question and have him assert the

16 objection or for us to have him assert it in this more categorical way. And we're happy
17 todoeither. Butwe alsodidn'twant to keep you all here for hours asking ll of those

18 questions

19 So welll leave it up to youas to whether or not you're comfortable with the
20 objectionin the way thoEINosked vou or if you want us to go through every
21 question

2 Mr. Kivonaga. |thinka categorical objection would be most --

23 I /-ororriote.

2 Mr. Kivonaga. expedient, yeah.
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1 So canwe just ask that cleanly for the record?

2 I
3 Mr. Casey,| have a set of questions aboutyouractivities on November 14th, 2020,

4 in Washington, D.C.

5 Is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment to any questions the committee

6 would have regarding those that topic?

7 Mr. Kiyonaga. TheFifth andtheFirst.

8 EE Trou
9 Between November 18th and 20th, 2020, Nick Fuentes and Alex Jones were ata

10 series of events in Atlanta, Georgia

1 Were you at those events?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection.

13 The Witness. = Same objection.

1 IVr Casey, | have a set of questions about the events in

15 Georgia between November 18th and 20th, 2020.

16 Is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment - well, i it your intention to,

17 assert any objections to the questions the committee would have on that subject?

18 I Vi! wait. | don't think we can ask him as broadly as "any

19 objections.”

2 I ci, just wanted to clarify whether it was only the Fifth or the

21 Fifth and the Fist.

2 IE Fieri. So! think, for the record, instead of saying “same
23 objection," if you could say "Fifth and First" or whichever ones apply. You don't need to

24 give a whole statement, but let's be clear for every question whether you're talking about

25 thefFifth Amendment, the First Amendment, or both, instead of just saying "same."
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: Mr. yvonaga, Very well That makes sense. He would invoke his priviege
2 under both the Fifth and the First Amendment.

s Ee
a [|]Thank you.

< On November 29th, 2020, there was a Stop the Steal rally in Phoenix, Arizona.

6 Nick Fuentesspokeatthat aly. Were youat hatevent?
7 Mr. Kiyonaga. He would invoke his privilege under both the Fifth and the First

PR ——
’ Ivo, vr vos

10 And justforthe sake of the record, | have a setof questions about that event in

1 Phoenin Arona
2 It your intention t assert those objections for any questions the commitiee
13 would have on that subject?

1 Wr. iyonaga. ti,
1 [—
1 Mr. Case,| have set of questions abou the December 6h, 2020, topth Stal
17 alin Harrisburg, Pennsyhana
18 For your reference, | have included screenshots from your Telegram regarding the

19 Harrisburg rally as exhibit 5. | would like to give you a moment to review.

20 Were you present at that rally, Mr. Casey?

2a The Witness. Yes.

2 EE 0 von soeskanthat ly?
23 Mr. Kiyonaga. He would invoke his Fifth Amendment and First Amendment

24 rights aso that question,
2» [—.
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1 Well, 1 have a setof questions about the Harrisburg ray. Is it your intention to

2 assert those objections over any question the committee would have on that subject?

3 Mr. Kiyonaga. Yes.

4 Ijust for the sake of the record - and | apologize for not

5 clarifying this earlier- with regard to the First Amendment-based objections, the First

6 Amendment guarantees freedom of religion, expression, speech, assembly, and to

7 petition the government for grievances.

5 Today's deposition is seeking to understand Mr. Casey's role in thelead-up to

9 January 6th and the context in which those activities occurred.

10 The select committee's charter, House Resolution 503, includes the mandate to

11 examine the facts, circumstances, and causes of the January 6th attack on the U.S. Capitol

12 and relating to the peaceful transfer of power, as well as the influencing factors that led

13 totheattack, in order to identify and evaluate lessons leamed and to recommend

14 corrective laws, policies, procedures, rules, or regulations.

15 1am hoping to get a more granular explanation of how Mr. Casey's First

16 Amendment rights would be implicated by the lines of questions that, for example, we've

17 been asking about the Stop the Steal rallies and would appreciate a more specific

18 explanation from you, Mr. Kiyonaga.

19 Mr. Kivonaga. ~ Sure.

1) First of all, the Fifth Amendment invocation should be dispositive of his right to

21 decline toanswer.

2 In terms of the First Amendment, he has freedom to associate, freedom to speak,

23 and that applies not only to him but to the people with whom he spoke or associated.

24 And the questions go to purely political associations,or at least as | understand the

25 questions, and speech. So they would certainly be covered by the First Amendment.
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1 And to the extent that the questions or the answers thereto would chill his

2 constitutionally protected right to associate and speak, then he's entitled to invoke his

3 privilege

a Ihoyou, Mr. Kiyonaga. 1appreciate the explanation.

5 1 wil just note for the record that the Supreme Court has never relied on the First

6 Amendment to invalidate a congressional subpoena or to reverse a criminal contempt of

7 Congress conviction. Nevertheless, the committee must balance the competing private

8 and publicinterests.

5 In this case the information sought is Mr. Casey's involvement in several events

10 related to Stop the Steal efforts between the election and January 6th, and although we

11 haven't gottento the topicof January 6th yet, also includingthose. We intend to ask

12 thatset of questions.

3 And given the select committee's mandate to examine the facts, circumstances,

14 causes, as well asthe influencing factors related to the January th attack, 1 will just note

15 thatthe committee has a compelling interest in this information.

16 However, in the interest of having this be an efficient process, | wil just note that

17 the committee has the right to review these assertions of the First Amendment privilege.

18 Andperthe House deposition rules, the chairman may make a ruling on those objections.

19 And, Mr. Kiyonaga, | can followupwith you afterwards on any such rulingif that

occurs

2 Mr. Kivonaga. Fine.

2 Just a pointof clarification. Mr. Casey has confirmed under oath in today's

23 deposition the responses that I've provided in my email toyoul And

2 among those responses was the representation that he had no leadership, organizational,

25 orlogistical role in any of the events that you specified in the subpoena for documents.
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1 Soyou have that representation upon which you may rely.

2 I oso vant to make clear for the record that whatINE

3 said about the committee reserving the right to review the assertion and torevisit that at

a the direction of the chair is also true of the Fifth Amendment assertion.

5 Just asserting that for the record so that we have that clear. And we'll follow up.

6 withyou should it come to that. But we understand the assertion, and its noted for the

7 record today.

8 Mr. Kiyonaga. I'm sorry, | couldn't understand. It's also true as to which

9 assertion?

10 IFifth Amendment.

1 Mr. Kiyonaga, Correct. Thank you.
2 I Got. Thanks, Mr. Kiyonaga and Mr. Casey.

3 Returning to the line of events that I've been asking about.
1 On December 12th, 2020, Mr. Casey, were you at events in Washington, D.C.

15 related to Stop the Steal?

1 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection, First and Fifth Amendments.
1” | Thank you.

18 | have a set of questions related to the events on December 12th, 2020.

1 Ist your intention to assert the First and Fifth Amendment objections in response
20 tosll questions the committee would ask under that subject?
n Mr. Kiyonaga, Its

2 |[.

23 Mr. Casey, I'd now like to get into the events in Washington, D.C., on January Sth

2 andeth
2 When did you frst become aware of the plans to have events in D.C. on those
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1 dates?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objections, Fifth and Sixth -- I'm sorry —- First and Fifth

5 Mr. Casey, you posted extensively on Telegram advertising the events of

s For the er, hove cluded your oss fom oarSaiis 7 vou
9 10, if you would like to review those.

10 Mr. Kiyonaga. Indulge us a moment, please.

12 The Witness. Could you repeat the question? Pardon me.

5 Iihove question ve.

18 ofJanuary 5th and 6th?

23 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection. | would submit the exhibit speaks for itself.

EL ——
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1 Mr. Kiyonaga, He'd invoke the same privilege, irst an Fifth Amendments,
2 please.
3 IE oii. 1d ike to move to the actual events of January Sth.
a Mr. Casey, which events did you attend on January 5th?
s Mr. Kiyonaga, He declines to answer under the First and Fifth Amendments.
6 | |] Did you live-stream from any of the events on January 5th?

7 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection.
8 IE Casey, cid you make any speeches on January 5th?
5 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection.
10 IE 0c vou have security with you at any point during that day?
1 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection.
Ipr—
3 Mr. Casey, I'd lke to walk through your day on January 6th
1 Can you tell me how your day started, if you attended any events in the morning?
15 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection.
1 I oi: vo make any speeches in D.C. on that day?
w Mr. Kivonaga, Same objection.
18 IOi: vou live-stream from any of the events on that day?

1 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection.
20 I0c vou have any security with you at any point during that day?
n Mr. Kiyonaga, Same objection.
2 J Cos, hove set of auestons regarding your activities on
23 January6th in Washington,D.C.
2 Ist your intention to assert the First and Fifth Amendment in response to any
25 question that the committee would have on that subject?
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. Mr onega. Yes
: EEE eo
, el, i. Cas, ike to direct your attention esi 11, whichis  Teegam
4 post from January 6th, 2021, at 3:30 p.m. And we'll enter this into the record.

$ Youwroteat 3:30 p.m., quote, "It's happening."

. Wha ityou meanbyht?
7 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth Amendment.

8 |] Thank you, Mr. Kiyonaga.

9 I'll enter into the record exhibit 12, which is screenshots of other posts that you

10 ‘made on Telegram on January 6th. If you would like to take a minute to review. Just

1 tetmeknow when ote ready to proceed
12 Mr. Kiyonaga. We've reviewed it. Thank you, sir.

se
14 Mr. Casey, did you have concerns about the way that people who entered the

15 Capitol were responded to by law enforcement and the National Guard?

" Mr Goroga. Same abecion
v IIoocc erences nth wr, or some, ck Lives
18 Matter protestors were treated versus people who entered the Capitol?

19 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection.

» J Cov, 7:48 p.m. on anus th you posted, ate, "The
2a 2020 election was a catastrophe, to be sure, but the silver lining is that conservatives are

22 lly wing up to theft hat isl evry nstutionin tscountyviews hms
23 the enemy. The police, the GOP, SCOTUS, military leadership, et cetera -- they're all

2 opty
= Conyou xpondon hat
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3 Mr Kyonaga. Same objection.
2 IE Thnk vou, Mr. Kiyonaga
s Wr Kyonaga. Thankyou

5 I will just enter into the record exhibit 13 and exhibit 14, which are additional

6 posts hat Mr.Casey made nTelegramon amr6th, 2021.
; Mr. Konaga. Would you bear wih us one moment, lease?

. Wr. Kyonaga. Thankyou
0 [Re
u Fake to move to the day after January 6h, January 7th, 2021
12 What was on your mind the day after?

13 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection. Also overbroad.

15 previous day?

16 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection.

v JEet me cry. When you say "same obection you mean ist
18 and Fifth, not overbroad, or do you mean --

Wr. Konze, Actualaleeto thatane. Thankyou,
20 EE O
2 TI ier no the record exis 17, which re your
22 Telegram posts an January 7th, 2021, 1 give you moment to review. An, actualy
23 exhibits 18 and 19 are from the same date.

u TheWines That was st 77
> [a
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2 Wr. Kinaga. Sear withmes moment, piss.
2 Thank you.

oo
a So with regard to exhibit 17 in particular -- and, again, these are some of your

$ Telegram posts on January 7th, 2021 -- at 5:26 p.m. -- let me make sure | have that right.

ove
7 5:26 p.m. you posted, quote, "At no point yesterday was the regime close to being

8 overthrown. From what I've gathered, no one who entered the Capitol was armed.

5 There was no plans moreover, there was io elt suport Don's buy nt the demerai
10 myth that revolutions occur when the masses rise up. In most cases some degree of

11 clte support ca be found nsccesfl elution. Trump i th closest patriots ave
12 to a sympathetic elite -- and he clearly has no interest in seizing power," end quote.

13 ‘What made you think that Trump was part of the sympathetic elite?

u Mr. Kionaga. Object He declines to answer under is riveundertheis
15 and Fifth Amendment,and it's overbroad.

1 I vo. cory How that question is overbroad?
v Wr. Kinaga, 1€5 asking for is take onan ene pote hiscphy, and there
18 are just too many moving parts for a reasonable or reliable answer.

1 I ei, e's sing[ERonewhat Mr. Casey meant
20 bythatsatement. 1 dont think that'san overbrod question.
2a Mr. Kiyonaga. Respectfully, | differ. But, in any event, it would transgress his

22 rights underthe Fist andFith Amendments. | mean, the statement peas or el.

28 Amendment objections. | gues rm nt sure Im understanding how question about
25 specific quote is overbroad. But that issue is moot in light of the other objections.
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1 Mr. Kiyonaga. At the very least, you're basically asking him to describe or to

2 establish for the committee what might or might not account for mens rea. ~ You're not

3 entitled toa subjective view of his thought process or his mindset. It's a fairly

4 unambiguous statement which | would submit speaks for itself.

5 I ves the closest patriots have to a sympathetic elite.” And

6 you think that speaks for itself and doesn't require any explanation as to what

7 “sympathetic ete" means?

5 Mr. Kiyonaga. | do believe that speaks for itself.

9 | REZE

10 Mr. Kivonaga. To require him to elaborate is to ask him to disgorge his mindset,

11 his considerations, his thought process, none of which i the committee's business

12 Thatsmensrea. And under the Fifth Amendment, he has absolutely no obligation to

13 assist the committee in trying to establish mens rea.

1a This is a statement that speaks very clearly for itself. ~ The committee can draw its

15 commonsense conclusions from it. But he is manifestly not going to answer the factors

16 or the considerations that went into his drafting of this statement.

EE —
18 understand your objection on the Fifth Amendment and the First Amendment grounds.

19 I mightdisagree with them, but | understand them.

20 1 do not understand the overbreadth objection. That's what I'm -- so we can

21 make sure that we can resolve the overbreadth objections and make sure that they're not

22 anissue on the record moving forward, | just want to have a real clear understanding of

23 yourassertion on that basis.

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. You could write volumes on the considerations that could lead a

25 consumer of the news to that conclusion.
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2 consumerof the news - what would lead a consumerof the news to that conclusion.

3 We're asking what led Mr. Casey to that conclusion.

a Mr. Kiyonaga. The committee is not entitled to know his internal thought

5 process under any circumstances.

————
7 that, whether we're entitled to know the answer is a separate question from whether or

8 notthe question is overbroad?

9 Mr. Kivonaga. No, because the -respectfully,| disagree, because there's no way

10 to cabin the considerations that went into that conclusion.

1 1 mean, it's - you know, t's ike askingsomebody, you know, "Why did you fallin

12 love with your wife?" Well, you liked the way she looks; she turned out to be a nice

13 person; you know, you have the same views; you know, you were introduced by

14 somebodyyou both liked.

15 1 mean, there are different levels of causation, and the levels of causation that

16 would lead to a statement like this are virtually infinite.

uv I
1 Mr. Kivonaga. ~ Even though they might apply to one individual.

19 IE Ve! Mr. Kiyonaga, | know there were plenty of questions that we

20 asked earlier for him to elaborate on what he meant by something, and that did not get

21 an overbroad objection, and that's pretty much what we did here. But | believe we've

22 established the objection sufficientlyfor the record.

23 And | disagree that the question was overbroad, but I'm only saying thatto[ll

20 [IEEEso that we don't have to clarify that for the record or clear up the question at

25 all. Understood. Your objectionis noted.
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a January7th, which | flagged earlier.

5 In the first post on that page, at 5:28 p.m., you wrote, quote, "The breachof the

7 the policeeasily cleared the crowd."

8 Did you see Capitol Police officers letting protestors into the Capitol?

9 Mr. Kiyonaga. He declines to answer under the First and Fifth Amendments.

w EE oo

12 read the whole thing -- you suggest that some of the actions of police on January 6th

13 indicate that this was a, quote, "pretext to target right-wingers."

15 pretext to target people with right-wing ideologies?

» No. Kana, He decinesoasesunder he isan ith Amendments.

18 1 will also enter into the record exhibit 20, which are posts that you made on

19 Telegramon January 8th, 2021.

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Yeah. We're ready. Thank you.

2 |]Okay. Great.

23 Mr. Casey, in a post that you made at 2:50 p.m. on January 8th, 2021, you suggest

24 again that, quote, "Capitol Police were told ahead of time to let people in," end quote.
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1 Mr. Kiyonaga, Same privilege, Fist and Fifth Amendments.

2 oo
3 Mr. Casey, | have a broader question, which i, were there concerns that you had

4 about the impact of January 6th on you, your business, or your associates’ business?

s Mr. Kivonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth Amendments, and also overbroad.
. I1vote forthe record ht thre ar comments ht ir
7 Casey has made in the public domain about concerns that he's articulated about potential

8 law enforcement infiltration or targeting of him in the wake of January 6th. I'd like to
9 gain clarity on what those concerns were.

10 Mr. Kiyonaga, Any statements attributable to him speak for themselves. But
11 the mindset that went into the articulation of those sentiments or opinions i subjective.

2 Icio: me try to rephrase then,if that would be helpful.

3 Did you see anything in the wake of January 6th that led you to the conclusion
14 thatlaw enforcement may be trying to target you oryour associates?

15 Mr. Kivonaga, Same objection. I's also overbroad. | mean, he — the events
16 ofthe 6th of January and the follow-on prosecutions are, if not the most consequential

17 domestic threat to our democracy, in my subjective opinion, they're pretty close to it.

1 So the considerations, the factors that go into conclusions or personal opinion

PB LL—
20 Vm not asking about subjective viewpoints in this question. I'm asking if he saw

21 anything tht led him to the conclusion that law enforcement was
2 Mr. Kivonaga, 1s still a very elastic question "seeing anything." | mean,

23 that could bea firsthand observation. It could be reading something in the paper. It

24 could even be, you know, being told something by somebody els.
2 The question i too broad fora reasonable and meaningful answer. But, more
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1 importantly, it goes toapolitical mindset to which he's entitled privacy. And so t
2 implicates the First Amendment and it implicates the Fifth Amendment for the reasons

3 thatl atculated earler
4 The executive branch is treating an objection or skepticism about the legitimacy of

$ the election result as a crime in and of itself, and certainly that implicates his Fifth

§  Amerdment ight rot toe pressed on the fue
7 I ci 1 could - and, again, mish dissgreewithyour Firsto Fifth
8 Amendment assertion, but I'm not challenging those here, and so | certainly don't want to

9 ask you to belabor that point.

10 But as to the overbreadth question, if | could rephrase, what led you to believe

I thatthere might belawenforcement infiration in your group or in your midsc? That's
12 not a really broad question of anything under the sun. What specifically led you to

13 believe that?

1 Mr. Kiyonaga, He's preparedto offera response.
15 The Witness. So based on my study of history and political movements, |

16 understand that it sn't uncommon at ll or law enforcement, particulary Federal law
77 enforcement, to send informants or agents provocateur, agents in general, nto political
18 ‘movements which, in milieus and subcultures, which these respective law enforcement

19 agencies view as a threat.
20 And after January 6th there was a lot of media coverage pertaining to right-wing

21 politics in general. But did personally see anything concretely that led me to believe
22 thatinfiltration was hitting close to home or something of the sort? No.

» Iervou.
2 EE That's helpful

2» Thank you.
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,

4 the February 2021 America First Political Action Conference?

5 A | didn't see anything specific that led me to believe that the AFPAC Il event,

7 byinformants, Federal agents.

8 But based on the heat that | understood Nick Fuentes was and is under, | didn't

9 view that as the time to hold a big public event, forawhole host of reasons.

10 Q Gotit. And was that the basis for the breakdown in the relationship

13 Q Have you been interviewedbythe FBI or other Federal law enforcement

15 A My only conscious contact with Federal law enforcement -- well, | should

16 specify, with the FBI -- was in late January of 2021. And they showed up at my front

18 I told them | wasn't interested in speaking with -- to law enforcement without an

21 They didn't say anything about January 6th. They told me | wasn't in trouble.

23 D.C. and northern Virginia, seeking to find any information on the inaugurationof Joe

25 So that has been the extent of my, you know, knowing communication with the
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1m
2 Q Do you remember what day that happened on?

5 A dont
4 Q Was itafterthe inauguration?

s A No,itwas prior to the inauguration.
. Q Okay. Andit sounds like you didn't discuss substantive topics with them,
7 correct?

s A No
5 Q Have you tured over any records or devices to the FB in connection with
0 January eth?
u A No
2 EEE okey. Thankyou.
13 Let me pause there and see if any of my colleagues have any questions.

1 Yes,|]

15 eo

16 | just have a clarifying question on the Fifth Amendment objection. Could you

17 just explain for the record why you think that the executive branch is criminalizing the

18 viewpoints about the legitimacy of the 2020 election?

1 Mr. Kivoraga. 1 wouldrefer you to my pleading, my reply brief briefing in the
20 matter of U.S. v. Robert Morss, M-o-r-s-s, in connection with a motion for pretrial release.

21 He's one of the criminally accused from the January 6h rot
2 And I articulate in there, citing to the government's response to the pretrial
23 release motion, the criminalization of disagreement or even skepticism about the

24 legitimacy of the announced election result
» EE co
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1 Thank you.

2 I Gt

3 Anyone else?

4 Anyone on the Webex have any questions?

5 Great.

. oI
7 Q Well, I'd like to take a step back from specific events for a moment and was

8 hoping, Mr. Casey, if you could kind of provide a narrative response as to why it's

9 important to champion the causes that you do.

10 A One second.

1 Sol believe in conservative values, and| believe that conservative values are for

12 the best of everyone in America. And for that reason | enjoy and feel somewhat of an

13 obligationtospread conservative values.

1 Q Understood. So how did you get involved in activism?

15 A I mean, there was a gradual process in my late teens and twenties of coming

16 to conservative realizations.
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2 (12:02 p.m.)

$ 2017?

5 Ico. cicoorote on how an event from years ago implicates
9 the Fifth Amendment?

10 Mr. Kiyonaga. Well, the event itself was initially billed as a rally to address the

12 exclusively limited to extremists of both sides, but particularly of the right.

13 So -- and because a lot of the political adherents that are likely believed to be

15 would submit that there's a Fifth Amendment and a First Amendment privilege that

16 enable Mr. Casey to decline to answer.

18 Q  Iflcanaska quick follow-up: Did the events in Charlottesville have any

2a A Sure. Solwasn't running Identity Evropaduring the --all ofthat. And

23 technically to a new organization, but yes, the successor organization. Creating

24 American Identity Movement was, in part, because | felt that previous leadership in

25 Identity Evropa had associations, statements, decisions were made that didn't reflect my
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1 political views, the views of people who were part of the successor organization.

2 Yeah. Sothat's myanswerto that question.

3 Q So would t befair to say that you disagreed with what happened in

4 Charlottesville, the violence that spilled out in Charlottesville?

5 A Soas long as I've been involved in politics, | have been explicitly against

6 political violence, illegal activity. And any politcal violence or illegal activity that took

7 place at Charlottesville on either side, I've always been explicitly against.

8 Q And know that one of the most indelible images from this weekend was,

9 footage of folks marching through the streets with torches saying "you will not replace

10 us Isthata phrase that you have used before?

1 A Notto my recollection.

2 Q soit would befair to say, to your recollection, you were not part of the

13 groupin Charlottesville that was chanting that?

1a A No.

15 Q Do you agree with that sentiment of you will not replace us?

16 A Ian never recall using that phrase. | think that phrase probably means a

17 numberofthings to different people. So it's not a phrase that really have much else to

18 sayabout.

19 Q Understood. Well, | know the footage from that day included people not

20 just saying "you will not replace us" but "Jews will not replace us." Is thata phrase

21 you'veever said?

2 A No.

2 Q 50, again, to the best of your recollection, you were not among a group of

24 people in Charlottesville that was chanting "Jewswill not replace us"?

2 A lwasnot. I've never chanted that, no.
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1 Q Okay. Were you in that crowd when other people were chanting that?

2 A Sol plead the First and Fifth Amendments, invoke those rights in response to

3 this question, yes.

4 Q And what's your stance on the phrase "Jews will not replace us," is that one

5 that you disagree with?

6 Mr. Kivonaga. He's already said he's never said it. You're not entitled to plumb.

7 his internal feelings about Jews. Just one moment.

8 The Witness. | don't think that Jews are categorically replacing presumably

9 White people. Again, that phrase could mean a numberofthings to a number of

10 people. It'snota phrase that use. Many great Jewish people in the conservative

11 movement. So that's not a talking point that | use.

n o
13 Q  Sowould it befair to say that part of the rebranding, as we've referred to it,

14 isto distinguish your movement from a movement that would say something like “Jews

15 willnot replace us"?

16 Mr. Kivonaga. | think that question has already been answered. He answered

17 thatthe events in Charlottesville alerted him to the need to rebrand America Evropa as a

18 group or movement that was not dependent on race, and because the conservative

19 movement involved values, not color. And he wanted to propound a values as opposed

20 torace-based message, and he saw the needfor that after the events in Charlottesville.

21 think he's already made that clear.

2 But there's a danger to asking for subjective impressions and conclusions, because

23 it'sreally nobody's business, but he's spoken clearly the fact that Jews will not replace us

24 isnot something he's ever said, it's not somethinghefeels, and it's not part of any value

25 setthatheholds. So-
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1 I be clear, | think you might have - and please correct meif I'm

2 wrong collapsed two different answers there. Because an answer he gave earlier was,
3 indeed, about the need to broaden it out beyond identity, but the answer he gave more

4 recently about Charlottesville,| understood to be related to the violence that day and not

5 necessarily theviolence that resulted in Heather Heyer's death, not necessarily the
6 chantingthattookplace the night before.

7 So just wanted to get a sense of whether or not that Jews will not replace us bit

8 was part of what he wastalking about in terms of the earlier piece.
5 The Witness. Okay. So carrying around tiki torches and chanting “Jews will not

10 replace us" is not reflective of my politcal views, orthe politica views of any movement,
11 conservative movement I wish to be part of. And that's the extent of my answer to that

2 question.

1 I U-ccrstood. Thankyou. 1believe [IE has some questions

14 foryou

I" ve onceJE
1 I want to circle back to the answer you gave earlier to the Jews will not replace us
17 question. You said that there were that it was not categorically true that Jews were

18 tyingto replace folks in society, and that there were some Jews in the conservative.

19 movement.
20 Categorically implies that there might be some Jews who are trying to do that. Is
21 that your understanding or belief?

2 The Witness. No.

» Ho
x ov [I
2 Q  If1 could clarify, while there has been some Olympiccaliberwhispering
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1 before, that statement we could hearveryclearly on the record that you whispered -- not

2 on the record, but | could hearveryclearly that you told him to answer no. And | just

7 from -- it's just | have a -- I'm instinctively chary of extensive questioning about subjective

8 ‘mindset, and particularly when there's 700-plus criminal defendants charged with

9 participation in the eventsofJanuary 6th.

10 So | don't like,as a professional matter, broad-ranging inquiries. | have not, at

12 to say anything today which is not in accord with the facts as | understand them.

13 The committee seems to have the fear that Mr. Casey harbors anti-Semitic

15 my understanding of the man, but I'll let him tell you himself.

18 Jews were categorically trying to replace other White Americans. Do you believe that

19 there are specific Jews strategically trying to do that?

21 The Witness. What qualifies as replacement? It's --

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. What qualifies as a Jew? There are people that, you know, were

23 born of Jewish parents that are not practicing the Hebrew faith. | just -- he does not

2 |]I'would think that would be a fairly easy question to answer if Mr.
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1 Casey, as you just said, is not anti-Semitic. Why would what qualifies as a Jew be

2 relevant to that question? That would be my question.

4 be trying to transgress or offend the order, you know, the values, the institutions of the

5 United States. Personally, | would submit that George Soros is such a man.

7 that, because we don't know. We don't know what everybody is doing. | couldn't

8 even define, you know, the "Jewish community,” quote/unquote. But suffice to say that

9 he's not anti-Semitic. He doesn't feel that Jews are running the world or trying to

10 supplant Northern Europeans or anything of the sort. And | think he's made that clear.

12 something which you find culturally and politically injurious is simply too broad, because

13 who knows?

15 don't believe -- I'm sorry, | can't quite remember how you phrased it, but you

16 characterized his belief as being not anything about replacement at all. Is that fair?

18 The Witness. No,| don't think -- | don't --

wo IE trons erect sacwhatyou id nd sli,

23 that? Sure. But there are people of every race who do.
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2 course. But there are White people. There are people of every race.

$ I'm not one of these people who views, right Jews as a group as being in some.

7 immigration, probably just think it's nice for immigrants and think it's good for America.

8 So that's the extent of my answer to that question.

’ II o-oo ssi, because | dont hav the transcript in font of
10 ‘me of precisely what your attorney said, but do you agree with his characterization of

12 | just want to make sure that if he's speaking about what you do and do not

le andes hats sa?

18 The Witness. If it's going to be a hassle, |think that -- | have been listening to

2 | Okay. |appreciate that. Thank you.

a]
= har EE
a _.—
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1 there, you mentioned Jews as a race. just want to confirm that that's your belief
2 A Ethnic group would probably be the better — an ethno-religious group.
3 Theresa religious component and ethnic component.
a Q Understood. Shifting away from that alte bit actually going back to
5 what you were just mentioning, | wanted to ask some broader questions about your view
6 ofthe threat landscape facing our society, our country.
7 So what are your views on what the biggest threats facing America today might
8 be?
0 Mr. Kiyonaga, | would object. Fist and Fifth Amendments and overbroad.

10 soo.
u oI
2 Q I'm going to run through a couple ofpotential threats and ask you some of
13 your thoughts on that
1 A sure. If you wouldn't mind.
15 Q  Sothe firs is the great replacement idea. What does that mean to you?
16 A That means that mass immigration into Western nations is changing the
17 demographics of Wester nations.
1 Q So, put more simply, do you believe that White people are being replaced in
19 this country?
2 A believe thatthe proportion of the White population in Western nations is
2 declining
2 Q And you believe that's the result of immigration policies put in place by
23 Wester governments?
2 Aves
2 Q Do you believe that you are discriminated against, as a White person?
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1 A I think that, through affirmative action and education, admissions to

2 universities and employment, that yes, oftentimes -- maybe not me particularly, but

4 system. But, yes, White people do face discrimination there.

< Q Understood. This goes back a little bit, but who do you think is responsible

7 Mr. Kiyonaga. That's overbroad. It's not susceptible to a short answer.

. [RT—
9 The Witness. Sure. So | would say there are definitely many factors in place,

10 but, as | said before, it's -- | don't think it's confined -- | think it's about political ideology.

12 for their particular interests. But as far as every interest group involved, every

13 ‘motivation involved in the push for more or maintaining the current levels of immigration

1 oI
16 Q Understood. Do you believe that non-White Americans who are in this

18 A I think they should do what they want. If they want to stay, they should

19 stay. | believe that citizenship in America and what it is to be an American is not

20 exclusively defined to White people. So non-White people who are here legally as

21 citizens or legally in some other form have every right to be here.

23 the great replacement theory?

24 A What | advocate for is educating people about the issues, peaceful, lawful,
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1 this point, that's realy what Im focused on is writing about it, making YouTube videos,
2 and, ultimately,winning through elections and things of that nature.
3 So, again, |will reiterate that throughout my entire like 5,6-year foray into
4 politics,1 have, from the beginning, only advocated for lawful, peaceful political activity.
s Q And related to the elections point, what do you think the government should
6 doaboutthis?
7 A 1 would support curbing legal immigration, building a southern border wall,
8 polices lke this.
0 Q What about birthright citizenship?
0 A 1 would support ending birthright citizenship.
1 EEE Vor. Youssidyouwould support endingor any?
2 The Witness. Ending birthright citizenship.
3 oo

The Witness. Yeah,endingthat policy. Sure

16 Q Zooming out ate bit, could you walk us through why you believe tht this
17 demographic shift that you describe s bad?
1 A It would take a lot to get into al of that, but | would say that
1 Sure. Well I think that there are economic arguments against mass immigration,
20 interms of the effects of immigrants, paricuarly ow skiled immigrants, on wages, H1Y,
21 various visa holders, the so-called high-skilled immigrants who come over, 50 percent of
22 STEM graduates working outside of the field that they have the degree in. So those are
2 the economic arguments.
2 I would also argue that there are many historical examples of massive multiethnic
25 societies that have devolved into confict and tension. And I think that throughout
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1 American history, we've had periods of mass immigration and then followed by periods of

2 acculturation and assimilation, right? You know, mass immigration and then you shut

3 the borders down or at least limit immigration. People assimilate and acculturate.

a But I feel that people are coming in so quickly and at such a large number that

5 that processof assimilation isn't happening to the extent that it needs to.

s Q Do you believe we're in one of those moments of societal decay or spinning.

7 out,as you describe?

5 A Ithink that most - | would say ves. And | think that most people on both

9 sides of the aisle probably would agree that there are many problems in the country now

10 that didn't exist a few decades ago.

n Q And do you believe that's attributable to people who have recently come to

12 the country not assimilating?

13 A Ithink that there are many factors if you're talking about the overall state of

14 American decline. | would view mass immigration as one of those.

15 Q One more question on that: What do you think s the problem posed by

16 nonassimilation?

FY A think that societies function well when people are unified, when there's

18 cohesion, when people speak the same language, when people have shared values.

19 Q Understood. Where have you done a lot of your research that you said
20 historical examples? Can you walk us through how you've come across those historical

21 examples or formed your views in some of these topics?

2 A Iwould just say generally reading articles, reading books, YouTube, podcasts,

23 things of that nature.

2 Q Andthat would also inform someofthe conversation about shared values

25 you mentioned justin your prior answer. So could you speak to someof those values
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1 that you might have come across in that research that you think that unassimilated

2 immigrants might not share?

3 A Sure. So First Amendment, Second Amendment, things of this nature.

a Support for the Constitution. Things of this sort.

5 | mean, there are studies that show that immigrant groups maintain attitudes and

6 values and ideals from their home societies, many generations into even after coming

7 over here. Sol don't view every culture from around the world as 100 percent

8 compatible with America.

9 Q So these are just specific immigrants you're talking about then. Can you

10 elaborate on which groups that might be?

1 A I would have to consult the - you know, the literature. | haven't read that

12 particular study in some time. But this is — from my recollection of this particular study,

13 it's immigrant groups in general. So as to the particular values that each of these groups

14 hold, well that is going to depend on

15 Q So would that also include immigrants from Sweden, Norway, Northern

16 European countries?

7 A Maybe,

1 a Gotit.

19 I hen vou say “maybe,” do you consider those groups to be part of

20 the immigrant groups that are comingtoo fast and too much for

2 The Witness. We're not experiencing mass immigration from Europe, to my

2 knowledge. Sono.

23 [I <- <ou'< vou say the regions we are experiencing mass immigration

24 from are the regions that are incompatible with American values?

25 Mr. Kiyonaga. I'm going to object to anyfurther questions on this. | think he's
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1 ‘made his point of view very clear. You know, his views on immigration are really, to the

2 extent he hasn't published them, they're nobody's business. He's entitled to take views.

3 He's explained very cogently why he's arrived at the views he has. He's certainly not

a alone in holding those views.

5 But it's starting to sound like a fishing expedition to say something is somehow

6 objectionable about foreigners. And look, i's intuitively obvious that people who do not

7 share our values do not mesh happily or easily with the United States. Look at the

8 treatment of women when people that come from the Middle East and the problems that

9 it creates here.

10 So you're talking about a topic that could be discussed for months on end. He's

11 stated his position. He's given you an explanation for it, and | think it needs to end

12 there, because | think you're lookingforsomething that you can lay hold of and say that

13 he's discriminatory in one wayor another. And to my knowledge, he's not.

14 I Ve,ust toclarify, i's not thatwe're trying to, as you say, grab

15 hold of something. It's that the point of a deposition is to - or a transcribed interview is

16 to understand that person's knowledge of the facts or their beliefs in this case.

7 And when he says something like doesn't - certain folks don't share our values, |

18 don't know what that sentence means, of like what kind of people, what values? And all

19 we're trying to do is understand every sentence he’s saying.

20 Mr. Kiyonaga. My riposte is that you're not entitled to understand why he feels

2 that way. He's given you an explanation. Any further detail is not necessary to the

22 committee's purposes, as | can see.

23 The fact is, immigration is an issue among many that he espouses as an American

24 conservative. He's explained why he espouses that issue, and that's really | think all you

25 needtoknow. You know, well, who he read or, you know, how he came - what series
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1 of factors led him to that conclusion, | don't think that has relevance to the committee's

2 stated purpose. And it's also, as a practical matter, impossible to answer.

< understandable response, and | think that's all you need on that issue.

. J 5: vor o cority tha ir Casey makes a statement he
7 certain people don't shareourvalues, | think we're going to ask what that means, so that

8 we make sure that -- | could read that statement entirely differently than he intended,

9 and draw a conclusion from that that's completely not what he meant to say if | don't

10 understand what those words mean when he says them.

12 those, so that we are not misrepresenting his words or anything that he's saying here.

13 And in order to not misrepresent them, we have to understand them. So I'll just say

15 But leaving that where it=did you have more questions on this front?

17 Q On this point, | just have one follow-up: | would ask you, Mr. Casey, if you

18 would associate yourself with your attorney's statements on immigrants from the Middle

19 East as an exampleofincompatible values?

2a Q On the issue of women's rights in particular?

23 Q So moving on alittle bit off this topic, you've been publicly critical of the

24 Republican Party. Can you walk us through why?

25 A Justin brief, | think that the Republican Party upper leadership doesn't
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1 represent my views, doesn't represent the viewsof the average conservative. And for

2 that reason, | don't - don't think too fondly of them.
3 Q  So.can you expand upon thata litle bit about what the Republican Party

4 doesn't get right, in your view?

5 A think that the Republican Party tends tocater toissues that only Beltway,
6 youknow, conservative pundits and donors and politicos care about while, you know,

7 people in the Rust Belt are without jobs and, you know, opioid crisis has ravaged much of

8 thecountry. Things ike this nature. Real issues are left neglected.
5 Q Did President Trump get some of those issues right?

10 Mr. Kiyonaga, That's irrelevant.
uw EEtte?
2 Mr. Kiyonaga, Because his political allegiances should not be part of the

13 committee's charter. He's entitled to follow and to support and to believe in the elected
14 orleadersandcandidateshelikes. Andwhether or notor why he supportsor

15 supported President Trump is not an area you should be able to plumb,

16 HE oF meniment grounds?
7 Mr. Kivonaga, First Amendment, Fifth Amendment, general due process. It's

18 not relevant. It's not something that | can perceive as necessary to any legitimate.

19 inquiryby your committee.
20 IE Ve! | just wantto be clear. You're collapsing a lot of different

21 objections.
2 Mr. Kivonaga, Because there are a lot of different reasons to object.

2 I sorting is relevant is separate from whether i's a First

24 Amendment problem or Fifth Amendment problem. So --
2 Mr. Kiyonaga, I'm saying al of the above.



2 I el, would just restate the committee's mandate and House

$ Washington, D.C, to attend events supporting then-President Trump, and then storm the

7 So trying to understand why somebody who was present outside the Capitol came

8 to Washington, D.C. and potentially supported President Trump for particular policies is

9 very much within the scope of the committee.

10 Setting aside your other objections, | just want to note for the record that it is

12 |] And to be clear, that does not mean that anyone who supports

15 to the Capitol, a large number, I've lost track of the number, who broke into the Capitol

16 Grounds in an effort to support President Trump maintaining office and to disrupt the

18 that. And to the extent that we can understand why folks supported him to that extent,

2a internal thought processes. His statements speak for themselves.

23 about the nature of your objection, because when you say we're not entitled to, on the
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1 Whether it's a First Amendment or a Fifth Amendment issue is a separate

2 question, but whether it's within our mandate or anissue that is relevant to the

3 commie, inkyee hesing ver pln fom us tat we doin what motivated
a people to come here, what was it that they thought was going to happen to this country if

5 President Trump was not in office, and why they felt so strongly about that | think is

A ——
7 Mr. Kiyonaga. You may be trying to understand it. His published remarks

8 speak for themselves on that score. And with respect, I'm going to have to disagree

9 with the legitimate relevance of your questions.

10 Open-ended questions like, you know, do you support President Trump or why are

1 ot rape within, nyview, iscomic's pw. You have oss hat ink
12 state fairly clearly his general sentiments on the issue, but you're not entitled to a laundry

15 Isto what he hes abou resent Trump i

15 Mr. Kiyonaga. Well, it sounds like itis. He's entitled to his privacy, in terms of

16 his thought processes and the motivations for decisions he makes or conclusions that he

17 crows, ogavrnmntanys ntldto ire tha, a lstnot ye, opel
18 And it's not relevant. It intrudes on his privacy. And given the government, the

19 executive branch's response to the events of that day, and | would submit this

20 commie there are Fs ther are ith Amendment plans that tah tthe
2a First and Fourth Amendment implications. So --

2 EEE reo
23 Mr. Kiyonaga. -- a broad-ranging inquiry into his political philosophy -- you've

24 already gotten quite a bit of detail on what he thinks on specific issues, specifically

25 immigration and Jews. | would be amazed if you could surmise anything from today's
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1 remarks or anywhere in his record any reprehensible sentiments on either topic

2 But the fact of the matteri at a certain point it becomes a fishing expedition, and

3 think we're at that point

. I
5 Q Well let me ask - let me try to rephrase the question to make it very, very.
6 clearwhywe believe it'swithinthe jurisdiction and purviewof this committee.

7 Mr. Casey, what ideological agreements with President Trump did you have that

5 motivated you to come to the Capitol on the 6th to try to support hs effort to remain in

9 office?

11 tow andiswithin our purview.

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. He objects Fist, Fourth, Fifth Amendment and relevance.

n |]Fourth Amendment, okay.
14 Mr. Kivonaga, Hehas aright to privacy.

15 Ioitink that's an relevant question, why someane came

16 here to support President Trump's staying in office over the will ofthe people?

7 Mr. Kivonaga. We have you clearly — we're going to have to agree to disagree.

18 You clearly regard it as relevant, because you want to understand the motives of the

19 peoplethat showed up on January6th.

20 1 regard an inquiry into the personal thought processesof any individual to be

21 beyond the view - the purview of any government entity, be it judicial, legislative, or

22 executive. And for that reason, | consider it irrelevant. It is not properly within the

23 purviewof this inquiry, in myopinion.

2 I5: ist be very clear onthe record, is it your postion that the

25 committee is neither entitled nor empowered to understand why January 6th happened?
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1 Mr. Kiyonaga. It's my position that the committee is not entitled to ask

2 individualsto explain their mindset. ~ Perhaps what they didordidn't do, but not their

3 frameof mind. Thats the most contested issue in any criminal trial, mens rea,

. I vocoma.
5 Mr. Kiyonaga. IV's close enough. ~ Everything that's said here today has possible

6 criminal justice implications. And the government simply s not entitled to inquire into.

7 mensrea. Thatisthe most essential province of privacy and the most essential

8 protected regionof the Fifth Amendment

10 very clear on the record as to your relevance and scope objection.

1 Mr. Kiyonaga. I'm invoking all ofthem.

2 I | retard tha, but thinkwe need to be very clear on the

13 record the basis for your objection for each of those. | think it's clear on the record your

14 basis for objection on the Fifth and the First

15 itis not at all clear to me how — whether or not — how you think it's irelevant for

16 ustotry toaskwhat motivated people to come here on the 6th when the attempted

17 insurrection happened. So that can we just be very clear on the record. I'm not

18 talking about any other objection.

19 Ist your position, in terms of the relevance and the scope, that the committee is

20 not empowered or entitled to understand what motivated people to come here on the

2a eth?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. tis my position — please don'ttry to restate my position.

23 I tine to get it clear on the record. That's all.

2 Mr. Kivonaga. Well, I'm going to make it clear and we're goin to have to agree

25 todisagree on this, but you're not going to get me to move.
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2 Mr. Kiyonaga. I'm going to restate it. It is my position, aside from First, Fourth

3 andFifth Amendment considerations, that the question seeks information that i
4 imelevant because relevance is an objective, nota subjective concept.
5 And the important consideration is not what the committee wants or what the

6 committee has decided it should have. The important consideration is whether his
7 internal thought processes are legitimately within this purview, the purview of this

& committee or any government agency or entity from any branch. ~ And the answer to
9 thatisno. And since it's not legitimately within the purview, it's not relevant to the

10 inquiry. That's my position.

12 said, but it is on the record and we will have it as it is.

5 covo
1 Jvo ove any other questions?
15 |] Afewmoreonthis.

7 Q You spoke to us earlier, Mr. Casey, but | want to clarify. Is violence against
18 the governmenteverjustified?

1 A No
0 Q Thankyou. Cirding back to some ofthe other potential threats, know you
21 said you didn't want to speak to all of them generally. I'm going to name a couple more,

2 askyousboutthat,
23 What areyour thoughtsofthe threatofantifa?

2 A think thatthere arepeople left ofcenterwhoveryexplicitly andopenly
25 employ political violence against people right of center. So, so far as antifa is engaged in
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1 illegal activity, violent activity, I'm opposed to that. If they're out there peacefully

2 protesting, then they have the right to do so.

3 Q Was it your belief that antifa was involved in the events in Washington on

4 January Sthand 6th?

5 Mr. Kiyonaga. | would object on First and Fifth Amendment grounds.

5 |[ue

7 What about

5 I so. con clarify? What is the Fifth Amendment objection

9 towhether or not he thinks antifa was here on the Sth and 6th?

10 Mr. Kivonaga. What he thinks is not—what he

u IRR The Fifth Amendment objection, Fm trying to be veryclear on the
12 record.

3 Mr. Kivonaga. I'm objecting on First, Fourth, Fifth and relevance. What he

14 thinks is asking him to speculate. So that, in and of itself, is objectionable and under the

15 rulesof evidence. So-

16 I hehe or not there are multiple reasons for the objection,

17 understand you have multiple reasons, but | just want the record to be clear on the

18 reason for each objection. And |did not understand the reason for the Fifth

19 Amendment objection to that question. First Amendment, okay, the rest of them, okay,

20 but I didn't understand the basis for the Fifth Amendment. ~ That's al I'm asking.

2 Mr. Kivonaga. Every one of the others has criminal justice implications, given the

22 eventthatisthelocusof the committee'sattention. But awitnesscannotbe asked,

23 underthe rules of evidence, the Federal rules of evidence, a witness cannot be asked to

26 speculate. Soa question like what do you think, what do you believe is illegitimate from

25 thegetgo.
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2 and deposition. The Federal rules of evidence do not apply to congressional

$ evidence, that's not a rule that applies here. But | take your objection for the record,

; EE ee

9 Q The same question about Black Lives Matter, and yourbelief about the

10 threat of Black Lives Matter?

12 were responsible for quite a bit of mayhem, political violence, destruction of property.

13 Q How do youviewthe relationship betweenthe threatsof antifa and Black

15 A I think that they are distinct, yet highly related. Part of the organizations,

16 entities, ideologies, | think there's a lot of overlap there.

18 A They're far left. They're opposed to Trump. They're opposed to

2a Mr. Kiyonaga. You shouldn't be asked to speculate.

2 o
24 Q What do you believe the goalsof these highly related groups were during

25 the last election season up to the January 6th event?
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1 A Well, I think it's veryoften for both of those subcultures, movements,

2 groups, call them what you want, to go out to protest, either peacefully or violently,

3 against any public conservative formof activism.

a So whenever there's discussion of an upcoming right-wing demonstration or rally,

5 conference, or whatever, there's always the risk that people left of center are going to

6 show up to causeviolence,

7 Q Understood. Moving on

8 I ccore | move on, actually, do any of my colleagues have questions on

9 that point?

1 Q shifting alittle bit, is America a Christian Nation?

12 A Alarge portion of America is Christian. America is not an exclusively

13 Christian Nation.

1a Q Should t be, inyourview?

15 Mr. Kiyonaga. You're not entitled to his internal mindset.

17 wouldbe.

18 Mr. Kiyonaga. You're not entitled to know his internal thought processes. And

19 his opinion on whether the United States ought to be Christian or multidenominational is

20 not something properly within the purview of this -- of the committee.

2 Give us a moment, please?

2 The Witness. | don't tink that everyone in America needs to be Christian, f that

23 answers the question.

2s Q  supposeit does.
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1 What do you believe that the role of religious minorities should be, in that case?

2 A You have freedom of religion in America, so -

s Q How does the Groypers movement and America Fis, f ata, reflect
a Christian vision of this country?

5 A Well, I'd say I'm no longer part of that movement so -- they are vocal in their

6 Christianity. Astotheparticular views on Christianity that apply to thosepeople, hat
7 is -- you know, it's nota scene that I'm involved with anymore.

8 Q Did you view the 2020 election as an important moment in determining the

9 religious character of America?

10 A Idon'trecall. |didn't--|didn't-- personal background. didn't Iwas

11 raised Catholic. |did'tstat going bck to church uni ate 2020. Sol dort recall
12 exactly when that was, but religion, you know, has not been like the focal point. ama

13 Christian. | do have Christian values. But yeah,particularly even back then, | don't

1 recall it being a focal pint of my pois.
15 Q And in any point during your activism between the election and January 6th,

16 were there particular leaders within the Chistian movements tht you spoke to or locked
7 toindiscussingthese events?
18 Mr. Kiyonaga. I'd object on First and Fifth Amendment grounds.

wo EErioraes en macht nove on ovJN
» Le —
a oI
2 QM. Casey, I want to kin of return to 3 couple more tanibl questions
23 related to the organizations that you led and the live-streaming that you do. Do you sell

20 any merchandise relate to your ve-streaming?
> Aldon currently. Fora whie, did.
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1 Q What was the merchandise that you sold?

2 A shirts.

3 Q With what on them?

a A Variousdesigns.

s Q portraying?

6 A Me

7 Q Photosof you?

5 A Insome cases.

° Q  Inother cases?

10 A Artwork promoting me. One of them was like a neon wolf shir that - that

11 wasputup on the store. So

2 Q Gotit. Are you actively selling that merchandise?

13 A No, that merch shophassince shut down.

1 Q Around whendidit shut down?

15 A Late 2020 or early 2021.

16 Q Okay. Can you be more specific about that timeframe?

FY A Tmsorry. Idon' recall off the top of my head.

18 Q  Didit happen before or ater January 6th?

19 A Igenuinely don't remember.

1) Q Okay. Were you involved in selling America First branded merchandise?

2 A Not that! can recall, no.

2 Q Okay. Doyou recall who ran those salesofAmerica First branded

23 merchandise at the time that you were involved in that movement?

2 A Idon'trecall. And justin case this helps for future questions, Nick kept

25 much of his operational side of everything very private, in terms of the people who were
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1 doing, you know, his merch stuff, his website. Oftentimes, I'd have no idea who these

2 peoplewere. And someone in my positionwas just kind of like a public, Here's another

3 live-streamer in this scene. He'sa friend of Nick. That was kind of the relationship we

4 had

5 In terms of the merchandise, the website, like the business and logistical aspect,

6 aspects, plural, of his operation, right, that was - not only was | notdoing that, but

7 oftentimes, I'd have no ideawho was doing that.

8 Q Understood. Were, for example, Jaden McNeil or Michelle Malkin involved

9 inthe business aspects of America First?

10 A lcouldn't say.

u Q Okay. Forthe live-streaming -for the live-streamingorfor merchandise or

12 other transactions that you do as part of your business, whatare the payment processors

13 thatyouuse?

1a A So Entropy is the Super Chat program service platform that | use primarily

15 for for Super Chats when I'm live-streaming on YouTube or Dlive. ~DLive has its

16 own they call ita cryptocurrency, but it's basically just ~ | guess technically itis, but it's

17 not something like bitcoin or ethereum that you can trade around.

18 Basically, people donate lemons. That's the currency, and then you can cash

19 thoseout. Sothat's Dlive. Entropy is just straight in dollars or -- and then you also

20 have | mentioned --|mentioned the cryptocurrency. | guess its not really a payment

21 processor. And then SubscribeStar, which is the Patreon knockoff. They have their

22 own payment processor, whatever that is.

23 Q Gott. Are there kind of particular advantages to using cryptocurrency that

24 yousee? Is therea reason that you might be drawn to using cryptocurrency?

2 A I would say that it's one of many ways that | can accept donations. So
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1 its—isit—-I think every platform probably has its pros and cons. But did I specifically

2 setup cryptocurrency for a particular reason? Just to have another way for people to
3 donate

a Q sure. Do you have thoughts on kind of your future use of cryptocurrency,
5 where yousee this going?
5 A Not particularly

7 Q Okay. Where doyou currently bank?

8 Mr. Kivonaga. Information about his banking is ~ would transgress the First,
9 Fourth, and Fifth Amendment grounds. First ofall, his bank accounts are going to

10 include every transaction, whether is politically related or not. So | would object to
11 learning the particularsofhis banking

2 IIcs.he dict ask for il of hs transactions

13 inparticulr. He just asked where he banks.
1 Mr. Kiyonaga, But surmising where he banks s going to ead the committee to

15 alof his banking information.

18 Q You mentioned that American Identity Movement and Identity Evropa are

19 still they still exist as legal entities. Do they have bank accounts and where were
0 they

2 Mr. Kivonaga. Indulge me one minute.
2 The Witness. So Identity Evropa had a bank account with Bank of America.

23 Thatwas that one was shut down. ~ American Identity movement had one with Bank of
24 Americaas well. should clarify that with Identity Evropa, we closed that one down

25 when we launched the new organization.
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2 of America made the decision to shut the account down for unspecified reasons.

4 honestly don't recall the name. We tried to apply to a few places and they shut us.

5 down. So it was some smaller name bank account. | don't--pardon me, bank. |

7 o
8 Q Soa couple of follow-up questions on that: Bank of America didn't provide

9 any reason for closing the American Identity movement?

13 Mr. Kiyonaga. I'm sorry, |didn't hear. It was or was not?

15 Mr. Kiyonaga. | just didn't hear what he said. He said it was not overdraft fees.

1 EE

18 Q And if the — if both organizations are not currently engaged in any activities,

23 was the money used for?

24 A It was used to pay me a modest salary. It was used to pay for materials,

25 like the fliers that would be distributed. It was used to pay for other activism expenses.
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1 If someone was going to make like a big banner with a message oni. Things like that.

2 Q  Gotit. Doyou havea senseof what the balance was when American

3 Identity movement closedasan organization?

4 A don't recall off the top of my head, but it wasn't ~ it wasn'tveryhigh.

5 Q  Doyou have a kind of ballpark?

6 A Iwould it's 5-to 15, maybe 5-0 $20,000.

7 Q  Gotit. That'shelpful. Thankyou.

8 Have you been removed from any payment processors?

9 A Yes

10 Q Which ones?

1 A stripe. Ithink Square or Squarespace. Oneofthose |think isapayment

12 processor. think Square.

13 1should ask you to clarify. ~ Are youtalking about me personally or any
14 organization I've been involved with?

15 Q Youor AmericanIdentitymovementorIdentity Evropa.

16 A Okay. Yeah. Anumberofthose. Stripe, Square, Venmo. I think Zelle

17 lcan'trecall. Ibelieve Cash App aswell. Possibly others.

18 Q sure. Did those companies provide a reason for why they removed you?

19 We can take them one by one, if that would be helpful.

0 A 1don't recall off the top of my head, but there was no — it's ~ in most of

21 those cases, if my memoryserves correctly, there was some kind of left-wing activist

22 tweeting out, Hey, these guys, or this person, is using this particular platform, you know,

23 you've got to deplatform these bad right-wing people. And then after that is when the

24 suspension would come.

2 Soin some of the ~ in some of the suspensions - andthisapplies to basically
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1 every platform they tell you exactly why. Otherwise, they don't tell you anything.

2 Other times, they don't tell you anything, so -- but it's been years in some instances, so |

3 don'trecall exactly what the reasons were.
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1
2 (1:02 p.m]

3 IE. Gott And did any of these removals happen after January 6th?

a The Witness. So there was another ~ therewas payment processor that | was
5 removed that fora time, |think just a few months, | was using. It was

6 called StreamElements. StreamElements. | get it confused with Streamiabs, which
7 issomething else.
8 StreamElements kicked me off. And, yeah, that one was used for Super Chats.

9 But that -- |don't recallexactly whenthatwas, but | think it was late 2020, so somewhere

10 in that generaltimeframe.

un Mr Kiyonaga. 1 need to ask for a quick break
2 I coc oh conte take a 7-minute break unti 1:107
13 | |] Let me ask, is this a personal break or is this where you all need to

14 chatandwe take you tothe -
15 Mr. Kiyonaga. Well, | need to use the bathroom, but I'll take advantage of the

16 timeto chat with him.
17 |] Okay. Great.

18 [Recess.]

1 IE Vobeck on the record
20 Mr. Casey and Mr. Kiyonaga, thank you for your patience throughout this

2 deposition. | just have a couple more sets of questions for you.

2 Continuing on the topic of money. In December 2020, French computer
23 programmertransferred about $25,000 worth of bitcoin to you.

2 Did you know that donor?
2 Mr. Kiyonaga. One moment.
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. The Witness, 1 dit nw the door, All know what's been reprted nthe
2 media.

3 EEE coi. Toyourknowedge, did Nick Fuentes know him?
‘ The Witness, never ecsvd any nication that Nek Fuentes new the denity
$ of that donor.

oIct vourens th donorstst note before h eft on sory the
7 donor's last notethat he left behind?

8 I. | con't recall ever reading the actual note. |think| read a news

9 article that maybe contained excerpts from his last.

10 [Discussionoff the record.)

u TheWits, So wanttathat, To the stent that the donor wae ths
12 French computer programmer, | only have that indication based off of what's been

13 reported in the news. | have no ideaif that's true or not.

Pp sto whether ono read ist nate don't think | i ot editi
15 entirety. Sol just -- yeah, just a few news articles summarizing what he had to say,

16 some of the sleuthing as to how people thought that they discovered his identity. That

v wastheenentofit
B oI
19 Q Understood.

© Were you surprised toeceiv that donation?
a A ven
2 Were an parca wishes ao how the money would be pen, wer they
23 conveyed to you?

9 A
25 Q How did you allocate that money?
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2 he even knows the answer. But that money apparently was sent into a personal

4 don't knowfor a fact who the actual donor was. But it's not relevant.

7 Did you useany of that money to fund your travel to Washington, D.C., or your

8 lodging for the December 12th, 2020, rally?

9 A Sollived in Arlington, so thetravel expenses,if there were any, would have

10 been very, very minimal, very meager.

12 small expenditures there were, no, | didn't.

13 Q Thankyou.

15 and 6th?

16 A I didn’t earmark anyof thecryptocurrencyfunds for anything.

18 Did you withdraw those bitcoin funds in the week after January 6th?

19 A | genuinely don't remember.

2a Just returning to the donor's last note, in it -- you may have seen in the public

22 reporting he offered some reasons as to why he was donating the money.

23 Specifically, he mentioned, quote, “the decline of Western civilization," end quote, and,

25 heritage," end quote.
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1 Were you aware of the context in which the donor donated that money?

2 Mr. Kivonaga. This question is too speculative because it's not even been

3 established to his or my satisfaction that this individual, this deceased Frenchman, was, in

4 fact, the donor. ~Sothe question itself is tooattenuated.

5 But, again, | 80 back to the point | made earlier, that the committee is not entitled

6 tothe inner workings of Mr. Casey's mind to the extent that he had any reaction

7 whatsoeverto any alleged contents ofa note left by this individual

9 answers

10 Mr. Casey, during the period before the 2020 election were you in direct contact

11 with any people employed by the Trump 2020 campaign?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. That's been asked and answered in the written response to the

13 document request. The answers no.

1a I oevou over been in direct contact with anyone employed by

15 theTrump2020campaign?

16 Mr. Kivonaga. Heobjects on First and Fifth Amendment grounds.

FY I >.vou ever been in direct contact with anyone employed by

18 the Trump White House?

19 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth Amendments.

21 officials, including Membersof Congress?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection.

2 I:vou over fundraised for the Trump campaign?
2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection.

25 I 0c you fundraise for any grassroots efforts to elect President
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1 Trump?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same. Asked and answered.

© EE
5 I oo co note that there are two questions, the Trump

7 Did you fundraise for anyother candidates in the 2020 election?

8 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth Amendments.

’ I 0c vou fundraise for the Stop the teal organization?
10 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth.

un III 0c ou raise funds for yourself at theevents that you spoke at in

12 November and December 2020?

13 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth Amendments.

1a BE:vo usec the events of January 6th to raiseanyfunds?

15 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, First and Fifth Amendments.

2 EEE Gi: cre momen, please.

24 Sojust so | understand, because the document production requested copies of
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1 contact with leaders of the Proud Boys.

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. He would invoke his privilegeunderthe First and Fifth

——
a But | would point out that it's the nature of these politically motivated gatherings

5 to run into all sorts of people. A casual meeting perhaps accompanied by a word or two.

6 in greeting is not a, in my estimation, a substantive, quote/unquote, communication.

7 But, anyway, he invokes his privilege under the First and Fifth Amendments.

5 meetings descr?
10 Mr. Kiyonaga. No. He's invoking his right to silence under both of those

1 amendment. fm ily song ht herc fect of ouraustin’ ard to
12 measure because a communication can be seeing somebody across the room without

13 saying a word. It can be exchanging correspondence. It can be all sortsofthings.

" nd en tht wee aig about densely popu evens wher ease are
15 routinely running into, literally, and exchanging greetings, communication is an unduly

16 elastic term for purposes of a meaningful response.

v JEove. oevous and ist esas the cussion, and
18 you're free to object to it.

Were you in commarcation wit ender fe Prod Ssfor the apes
20 coodnaing any aces on omar Sth and 61?
a 0. Kone, ink he's heady aver iin ht he ad nade,
2 supervisory, or reanizaiona leith he vents of terf hose dvs.
2 EE ov

a Cs ave the same stof austin shut lendersfh Osh Keer or
2 membersof he Oth Keepers
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1 Do you intend to raise objections to those questions as well?

2 Mr. Kiyonaga. Yes, to the extent that they're not already asked and answered in

3 the written response.

5 Percenter groups.

5 Mr. Kivonaga, The same objection, but to the extent that they're not already

7 answered in the written response.

9 the Ist Amendment Praetorian group.

10 Mr. Kiyonaga. Same objection, to the extent not already answered in the written

1 response.

13 And | just want to confirm for the record, you know, we've entered into the record

14 exhibit, whichis your response to the committee's subpoena, and just want to confirm

15 that this is the position of Mr. Casey on whether there were communications responsive

16 tothe committee's subpoena

7 The Witness. Yes.

18 |] And just to clarify, | know that your attorney said that you are:

19 adopting that written response. And just so that we can get you on the record to say

20 that that is accurate, you are adopting this written response in its entirety?

2 The Witness. 1am, yes.

2 Thank you.

23 Well, Mr. Casey, this has been areally helpful couple of hours. |

24 just -- | wanted to return to the topic of, you know, the America First movement and the

25 Groyper movement and your initial leadership role in it and more recent changes, and
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1 Kind of get your thoughts on the impact that it has had on you to not be in a leadership

2 position in that movement anymore and to be targeted by the continued leaders of that

3 movement, includingNick Fuentes.

a Mr. Kiyonaga. | would object on First and Fifth Amendment grounds. But|

5 would also point out that that question,| believe, has already been largely asked and

6 answered. He indicated that he suffered in his bottom line by cabining himself rom Mr.

7 Fuentesand his movement. ~The committee already has that response.

8 I Vc! toke your point on that angleof the question, so let me

9 rephraseit

1 Q You know, you have described what impact the breakdown in the

12 relationshipwith Nick Fuentes has had on you. What is your perception of Nick Fuentes

13 since January 6th?

1 A Sure. Onesecond,

15 Whatis my perception of him? ~ Well, during the split,| felt that | was wronged.

16 Andtherewerepoliticaldisagreementsas well.

7 Since then, | have seen stuff in the news and whatever else, and | wish no il upon

18 him, but | am in many ways glad to be separated from that.

19 Q Why are you glad?

20 A don't have | don't have a boss. | don't have ~ i's a subculture largely

21 consisting of younger, immature people who spend too much time on the internet,

22 frankly, so and I'm just not interested in that anymore.

2 Q Do you have concerns about the fact that Nick Fuentes is in that position of

2 leadership?

2 A Its not my concern. I don't I have no reason to believe he's doing
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1 anything illegal or has done anything illegal. 1 have seen no evidence. | find some of
2 hisanties distasteful. 1 find the way he treats other people to be rally questionable
3 But beyond that, yeah, | have no reason to believe he's committed a crime or
4 intendstooranythinglike that
s |
s Any follow-up questions?
7 I:veone thine to note onthe record before we log of, but no
5 questions
, BIcet me st sf anyone cn iebexthas ny auestions on
10 any topic for Mr. Casey?
u olay.

 —
5 Iiecto note on the record tatRomor
14 team think was introduced earlier a5 2 professional staff member and that her title is
15 investigator, just for the record.
1 That'sit. | think that's ll,
» oe,
1 Wel, we'l close ina moment. And Il ust note that, as a matterof course,
19 because when a witness raises objections we leave the record open in orderforthe
20 chairman to review the objection and forthe committee to consider how to proceed.
2 But, otherwise, unless there's anything that you would ike to raise on the record,
22 we can end the deposition for today and leave the record open. And | thank you for
3 yourtime
2 Mr. Kiyonga. Yeah, that would be fine here. You're very welcome.
x EE Gree



2 off?

a Mr. Kiyonaga. | have a manifesto.

5 [Laughter.]

8 And thank youfor yourtime.

9 And we'll go off the record.

10 [Whereupon, at 1:34 p.m., the deposition was recessed, subject to the call ofthe
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